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PREFACE OF THE CHAIRMAN

OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Dear readers,

The articles of the current issue of the Visnyk of the National Bank of Ukraine are related to the 
scope of responsibility and regulatory activity of the National Bank of Ukraine, which continues 
phased reforms of Ukraine’s banking sector and financial market. The roadmap to adopting infla-
tion targeting says that the adoption of this regime requires reforms, in particular to support and 
ensure the independence of the National Bank of Ukraine, to gradually liberalize Ukraine’s foreign 
exchange market, and to provide more analytical support to monetary policy decisions. This issue 
contains studies that propose ways of applying international experiences to Ukraine’s domestic 
conditions, and give guidelines for addressing challenges that are particularly important for the 
National Bank of Ukraine.

This issue starts with an article by Viktor Koziuk entitled Independence of Central Banks in Com-
modity Economies that tests the hypothesis of lower level of independence of the central banks 
in resource-rich countries. The author concludes that richness in natural resources has a bearing 
on the level of a central bank’s independence directly (depending on the share of raw materials in 
the country’s exports), and indirectly (countries that are rich in natural resources tend to have a 
lower level of democracy, and, consequently, more dependent central banks). By grouping coun-
tries, the author establishes that such indicators of central bank independence as the GMT, ECWN, 
and transparency indices are lower for the group of economies that export raw materials, even 
compared to emerging and developing economies. The article’s findings explain the significant 
influence that the orientation of Ukraine’s economy to exports of raw materials had on the NBU’s 
monetary policy in the past. The article also, once again, emphasizes the importance of recent 
changes that enhanced the NBU’s independence for delivering price stability as the central bank’s 
main contribution to the country’s sustained economic growth. 

The article by Maria Repko, Oleksandr Kashko, and Irina Piontkivska entitled International Expe-
riences of Capital Flows Liberalization addresses such a regulatory tool as restrictions on capital 
movements. The article talks about global experiences in employing this tool and provides a sum-
mary of recommendations that international financial institutions have given in that regard. Given 
globalized economic processes and the high openness of the Ukrainian economy, foreign exchange 
reforms should be aimed at gradually liberalizing capital movements. This requires taking steps to 
increase the institutional capacity to manage both capital inflows and outflows at various stages of 
the liberalization process. The article is particularly relevant in light of the NBU’s current project to 
liberalize the foreign exchange market. 
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Independence of Central Banks in 
Commodity Economies

  Viktor Koziuk
Ternopil National Economic University

ABsTRACT

This article introduces the hypothesis that resource-rich countries display a low degree of central bank independence (CBI). 
This hypothesis is proven based on multivariable regression, but the influence of resource factors is not considered strong 
enough compared with previous inflationary experience and the characteristics of the political regime. It stresses that the 
impact of the commodity wealth factor on CBI choice is direct (through the share of commodity exports in total export) and 
indirect through the lower level of democracy in commodities countries that feature more dependent central banks. Also, this 
hypothesis is proven based on the grouping of countries. Such grouping shows that despite a general tendency of CBI increase 
in the world, a group of commodity exporting countries experiencing a substantially lower level of mean GMT-index, ECWN-
index, and transparency-index resulted in lower CBI compared with groups of emerging markets and developing countries. 
Explaining these phenomena is rooted in features of institutional distortions in commodity economies, the specific structure of 
interventionist policy to overcome a “resource curse,” and the specific role of the exchange rate and FX reserves in intertemporal 
macroeconomic policy.

JEL Codes: E58, E59, O23, Q33

Keywords: central bank independence, indexes of central bank independence, “resource curse”, commodities ex-
port, exchange reserves, exchange rates, quality of institutions

А. Introduction

The instability of price trends for commodities increasingly corresponds to strengthening of globally-centric determinants 
of behavior of primary resources markets. Scales of fluctuations of prices for commodities, synchronization of cycles of price 
trends with the global liquidity cycle, and strengthening of the relationship between world prices for commodities, capital 
flows, and global financial imbalances prove that resource-rich countries, for which the export of commodities or semi-finished 
products made from them is important to the economy’s structure, fall within a qualitatively different macrofinancial frame-
work compared to countries, where fluctuations in terms of trade are not so essential and these fluctuations are not followed 
by significant changes of capital flows and their allocation. It is not a coincidence that, building on already established concepts 
of “Dutch disease” and “resource curse,” the interests of commodity-exporting countries for macroeconomics has significantly 
risen during the last decade. It is proven both by special investigations of international financial organizations on optimal fiscal 
regimes for resource-rich countries and inclusive growth and steady development. In numerous publications, macroeconomic 
dilemmas of these countries are actually considered from a different point of view. The institutional, political, and economic 
aspects of analysis of the macroeconomic profile of commodity economies indicate that the benefits of “rent seeking” fully 
deform macroeconomic policy, due to which conventional macroeconomic tools often become direct welfare redistribution 
levers. Monetary policy authorities can be directly involved in redistributive political dilemmas or into realization of infra-
structural projects and projects for economic diversification. The status of the central bank in commodity economies is being 
distorted under the influence of institutional deformities.

First, the central bank can come under pressure on account of the impact of serious fluctuations of commodity prices on 
internal monetary processes. A combination of serious fluctuations of export prices with fluctuations of terms of trade and 
reverses of capital flows should somehow correlate how the behavior of aggregate demand is being transmitted to inflation, 
economic growth, and employment. Analogously, how inflation behavior impacts export sector competitiveness through its 

https://doi.org/10.26531/vnbu2016.235.006© National Bank of Ukraine, 2016. All rights reserved
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impact on the real effective exchange rate is of the same importance. It is conceivable that scales of fluctuations of commodity 
prices and reverses of capital flows for the last 20 years are such that they inevitably influence inflation (deflation) pressure with 
appropriate consequences for formation of the inflation level as a medium-term tendency. In contrast to inflationary trends, 
given the level of commodity prices in global terms, the status of central banks can play a compensatory role that theoretically 
is more important than in other countries due to the procyclical nature of fluctuations of world commodity prices. Second, the 
institutional differences of commodity economies ispreciselywhy therein may consist an almost completely different nature 
of the relationship between the status of monetary authorities and macroeconomic choice. The mode of monetary and fiscal 
policy may be deformed owing to “rent seeking” (or protection of already “captured” rent) or to the necessity to implement a 
specific structural policy with purposes that may contradict conventional support of price stability by an independent central 
bank. Peculiarities of “external wealth” management also influence the specific institutional field of central bank operations. A 
conclusion can be made that the The level of CBI in commodity economies will be lower due to institutional deformities related 
to commodity wealth. Additionally, it is conceivable that the level of commodity wealth may indirectly impact the independ-
ence level and directly through the quality of institutions and existing political regime. 

Considering the increasing role of the commodities sector in Ukraine (the role of metallurgy diminishes to some extent, 
and the role of agriculture increases in its place) and the expectation for transformation of the domestic agricultural complex 
into a global power (on one hand, there are relative benefits, on the other, there is global demand), the subjects of research 
on macroeconomic and institutional patterns in functioning resource-rich economies are of particular emphasis. Matters that 
reveal differences in basic institutional patterns of central banks in exporting countries alongside other countries and theoretic 
interpretation of such deviations are becoming more urgent.

The purpose of the article is to explain the lower level of CBI in commodity economies and to provide its empirical confirma-
tion. This is especially urgent because, in the recent past, structural reforms in many countries have testified that there is a 
general trend to increase the autonomy level of monetary authorities.

In this article, the following hypothesis is made: in resource-rich countries there are specific macroeconomic priorities and 
institutional deformities affecting the favor of selection of a lower level CBI, because a lower level of monetary autonomy is 
considered more functional. Theoretical arguments to the advantage of implementing a functionally less independent central 
bank, considering the general trend for increased monetary autonomy across the world, require further investigation. Em-
pirical confirmation of a lower level of monetary autonomy will be supported by an intergroup comparison and a regression 
model. If in a group of resource-rich countries the average The level of CBI measured by means of an appropriate index is 
lower than on the average in a group of emerging market countries, it will demonstrate lower monetary autonomy. Regression 
analysis is intended to verify this dependence in a broad range of countries.

This article has the following structure: the next chapter contains a review of literature on the matters of empirical verifi-
cation of the independence of central banks and the specific nature of macroeconomic analysis of commodity economies; 
chapter C presents a theoretical explanation of the functional view on more dependent central banks and an overview of the 
predominant trend for the rise of independence of central banks is offered; in chapter D, empirical verification of the hypoth-
esis of a lower The level of CBI in commodity-rich countries is made; and chapter E provides conclusions.

В. Theoretical framework of the investigation: review of literature

1. Independence of central banks and inflation: inside and outside the consensus

Canonical investigations into the problem of the role of monetary authorities’ status in determining inflation levels, which 
may be considered the first generation of such explorations in this direction, can be summarized as follows (Grilli et al., 1991; 
Cukierman et al., 1992; Eijffinger and Schaling, 1993): 

a) The level of CBI is important for the inflation level and actually is neutral to rates of economic development; 

b) The positive influence of monetary authorities’ status on economic growth is provided by its relevance to 
the disinflation process and achievement of a fair monetary policy that is confirmed particularly clearly by the 
experiences of emerging market countries, in particular, post-socialistic European countries;  

c) The proximity of the relationship between the index measuring the level of CBI and the inflation level is the 
closest in developed countries, which is caused by differences between the formal and the actual status;  

d) Additional identifiers of the actual status (the coefficient that determines a leader’s actual term in office 
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compared to the term stipulated by law –called the TOR-index) allows for understanding political and economic 
factors of the weak theoretically predictable connection between the index and inflation better; and

e) The proximity of the relationship may be sufficiently sensitive to the nature of the index specification that 
is a reflection of more complex social interactions between public choices, governmental institutions, and the 
central bank.

Further investigations, which can be considered furtherances of the first generation of explorations, pay special attention to 
the following matters.

First, standardization of CBI components and distinguishing the “best practices” (Lybeck, 1998) takes place in a more system-
related context than the exceptional contrast of political and economic independence, as it has been shown in the famous 
work of Debelle and Fischer (1994). At the same time, panoramic investigations fall outside the scopefor application of the 
currently canonical GMT-index (GMT – from Grilli, Masciando, Tabellini (Grilli et al., 1991) (see Cukierman, 2008; Siklos, 2002; 
and Kozyuk, 2004).

Second, cases of developed countries’ proximity of the relationship between the independence index and inflation may 
seem to be weak due to a reduction of a group variation of inflation. Thus, when inflation becomes more globally-centric, the 
role of monetary authorities’ status may be significantly diminished. For instance, so-called global disinflation and acknowl-
edgement of a lower inflation level is more optimal in time of a higher level of openness (review and analysis of this problem is 
represented in Koziuk (2009)) may decrease the inflation level regardless of changes in the formal status directly or by changing 
the driving factors of policy that need not be approved by legislation. Some researchers argue that standard regression models 
analyzing relationship between the inflation level and the independence index do not always work. Quintile regressions are 
more efficient, but even they do not always give results adequate for interpretation. The main reason for this is an essential 
difference in the nature of distribution of inflation in the world and the nature of distribution of the index, which is measured 
monetary autonomy (Siklos, 2008). 

Third, changes in the status of central banks is a component of broader structural reforms related to the search for institu-
tional variants for adaptation to a more aggressive global competitive environment or to the imperfections of global capital 
markets. It is not a coincidence that detecting changes in the status of a regional perspective does not cast doubts that in-
creases of the level of CBI (both political and economic) is a global trend (Jacome, 2001; Jacome et al., 2005; Arnone et al., 
2006, 2007).

Fourth, the global financial crisis increased strain over the matter of independence of monetary authorities in light of the 
format of unconventional monetary policy realization, “fiscal domination,” and the appearance of the new phenomena of “fi-
nancial domination” and “domination of expectations”. Despite the fact that no formal changes in the direction of reducing the 
level of CBI coexists with actual consent for a more accommodative policy, the debate on allotment of monetary authorities’ 
powers to apply macroprudential tools nevertheless may be seen as the preservation the concept of monetary authorities’ au-
tonomy (Koziuk, 2015; Jacome and Mancini-Griffoli, 2014). In light of post-crisis changes in the status of monetary authorities, 
there is a well-defined tendency of a rise in independence and strengthening transparency. Additionally, the latter has espe-
cially increased in developed countries alongside independence in emerging market countries (Dincer and Eichengreen, 2014). 

Nevertheless, uneven progress in the achievement of price and financial stability, coupled with the existence of significant 
asymmetries not only in the formal status of central banks, as in the political and institutional imprints of actual positioning of 
monetary policy in coordinates of macroeconomic choice, intensified research that can be characterized as the second genera-
tion. A common feature of investigations of this type is a search for drivers of change in the level of CBI and their institutional 
content. This approach is worth considering as extremely fruitful, because it falls outside the framework of the conventional 
contrast of the proximity of the relationship of the independence index and inflation in terms of developed countries and the 
rest of the world.

Consequently, in a series of investigations, a significant progress in the increase of independence and transparency level 
of monetary authorities and the preservation of an inverse relationship between appropriate indices and the inflation level 
is confirmed. Thus, a combination of indices and a comparison of their representativeness are followed by a search for new 
factors to fill in CBI with a particular sense. For example, the GMT-index appears simplified (although it remains universal, it is 
computed for the largest number of central banks (Arnone et al., 2007) compared to the extended CWN-index (Cukermann, 
Webb, Neyapti), or compared to the index of Dincer and Eichengreen (2014), who rely upon a more radical approach to under-
standing which factors make a central bank more independent in political, economic, and financial spheres.

As for drivers increasing the independence level of monetary authorities, there is no established position. For instance, 
proceeding from the CWN-index value for 99 countries, Crowe and Meade (2008) conclude that the rise monetary authorities’ 
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independence inversely corresponds to the level already reached (i.e. the higher is initial level, the smaller its future incre-
ment), but corresponds positively with the currency exchange rate regime (a choice in favor of a fixed currency exchange rate 
stimulates choosing a more independent central bank, because it helps to restrict political pressure on monetary decisions 
inconsistent with target level of the exchange rate) and the democracy level (democratic societies tend to build more transpar-
ent institutions and the level of the latter correlates to the level of monetary autonomy and also in such societies there is a 
high tolerance level to a system of checks and balances). In its turn, a rise in independence positively affects the quality of state 
institutions, exchange rate flexibility, and transparency. The first is very important, because a more independent central bank 
prevents mild budget restrictions and pushes a choice in favor of higher quality institutions, otherwise the economy would be 
at risk of permanent instability and capital outflow. Dincer and Eichengreen (2014), using89 central banks as an example, chose 
independent variables affecting the dependent variable – central bank independence index (CWN-index and the authors’ own 
index), past inflation, transparency level, financial depth, GDP per capita, sizes of indebtedness from IMF funds, and the quality 
of institutions (a set of variables following World Bank Government Efficiency Indicators). They concluded that past inflation, 
cooperation with the IMF, and less developed financial markets have the largest influence on the rise of monetary autonomy 
in countries with medium and low incomes. Thus, the transparency level and past inflation are the most significant factors in-
fluencing independence in the whole selection. Additionally, they confirm that the level of the latter traditionally corresponds 
inversely to the inflation level and its variability.

Romelli’s (2015) attitude to drivers of strengthening of monetary autonomy is more skeptical. He offers a dynamic index of 
CBI for 50 countries for the period from 1972 – 2014, due to which he shows that the rise of CBI is more probable where “exter-
nal pressure” has taken place: cooperation with IMF or demands of membership in a currency union. Koziuk (2005, 2009) dem-
onstrates that benefits of membership in an integrated union may destroy a coalition resisting the strengthening of monetary 
autonomy, as a result of which formation of currency unions is a powerful driver of the latter. In other words, macroeconomic 
and institutional benefits from a rise in CBI are not always obvious in countries where sufficient public pressure for reforms falls 
short due to the complicated system of hidden benefits from monetary policy manipulation.

Berggren et al. (2011) pays attention to the connection between increased independence of monetary authorities and social 
trust. Using neo-institutional approaches to explain social conflicts and expenditures for negotiations, they confirm that struc-
tural reforms of monetary policy are not realized exceptionally in the need for them. They are the consequence of consent for 
their realization and how social trust among participants of political markets allows changes in essence without the review 
of legislation, which could be regarded as transformation of central banks on a formal level. As the level of social trust is an 
attributive characteristic of the type of society, it is not necessary to expect that the status of the central bank should be homo-
geneous in societies of different types. This conclusion is of large importance for analysis of commodity economies, in which 
possibilities for rent-seeking cause the appearance of a potential level of opposition among social actors that is inconsistent 
with the trust among them. On the other hand, a similar conclusion allows for understanding why particular central banks are 
more successful in price stability support even with a lower independence level compared to those having larger autonomy. 

Building on the topic of institutional differences between countries, Bodea and Hicks (2012) point to necessity to explain 
less successful experiences of struggles with inflation in developing countries, not so much by problems related to the nature 
of estimating the level of independence (calculation methods and structures of indices are often criticized), but by the actual 
actions of monetary authorities. Their investigation covered 81 countries since 1973. Differences in the growth rate of the M2 
aggregate were analyzed in light of the effects of discipline (less money minting even with such possibilities available), trust 
(public expectations for successful operation of central bank), and with different types of rulership. In democratic regimes, a 
more conservative central bank is more likely to exist (it is expressed through a lower volume of the money supply’s growth 
rate) due to a system of checks and balances and the possibility to freely criticize the ruling government. At the same time, 
except for effect of discipline, the central bank, trust to which is provided by configuration of democratic political institutions, 
will tend to create pre-conditions for stable money demand, lowering inflation expectations.

Nevertheless, Bodea and Hicks (2012) offer more optimistic view on the role of democracy in the provision of CBI that theo-
retically does not always harmonize with analogous analysis of fiscal policy, in which government fragmentation, polarization 
of budget coalition participants’ interests, attempts “to restrict the successor,” etc., significantly deviate the budget deficit 
from the optimal one. In extrapolating the status of monetary authorities, it is obvious in light of opposite conclusions in the 
series of empirical investigations.

For instance, Lucotte (2009) concludes that the level of CBI increase in countries with average and low incomes for the period 
of 1995-2004 has significantly promoted the strengthening of fiscal discipline effect, because governments have lost an easy 
access to seigniorage. Consequently, the status of monetary authorities has a positive influence on fiscal policy design. Contra-
ry to this conclusion, Heimonen and Maslowska-Jokinen (2014) assert that positive results of increased CBI in the budget defi-
cit sphere are not perceptible. Contrarily, if the fundamental precondition of the budget deficit – low-quality institutions – has 
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not been settled, reinforcement of the autonomous status of the central bank causes growth of the national debt. The same 
refers to the private sector. Extending possibilities to take loans, for instance, owing to the positive effect of monetary discipline 
(CBI reduces inflation followed by a fall in interest rates) results in the rise of the level of indebtedness in the spheres where 
appropriate institutional preconditions for more restrained economic behavior are missing, which is proven by data from 14 
EU member countries. Consequently, one may state that the nature of institutional configuration of a particular society can 
assimilate the CBI principle rather divergently. On the other hand, emphasis on the institutional differences of commodity 
economies requires appropriate analysis on the example of central banks. 

2. Monetary autonomy in commodity countries

Although the majority of research on macropolitical specificity in commodity economies is not dedicated to the status 
of central bank, consideration of such specificity is important. It will assist in understanding the logical formulation of ma-
cropolitical priorities as a precondition of socio-political motivation for a level of independence for monetary authorities. 
As commodity wealth provokes a large variety of “redistribution temptations,” traditional analysis of macroregulators in 
commodity economies is concentrated upon fiscal policy (for instance, Aliyev, 2013). However, the realization of monetary 
policy in commodity-exporting countries is subject to a “specialized” analytical view, which in Frankel’s (2010) opinion, is 
conditioned by the problem of procyclicality. Conventional targeting of inflation or different kinds of currency exchange rate 
fixation can’t neutralize the aspect of the procyclicality of commodity economies, which is structurally specified by large 
shocks caused by terms of trade and reverses in capital flows. Frankel et al. (2008) and Frankel (2010) offer shift the focus 
on targeting manufacturers’ prices, but not CPI. Also, these investigations of monetary policy are not dedicated to the role 
of the status of the central bank. The question of a correlation method for CBI and targeting manufacturers’ prices is not 
raised, as it requires a skeptical attitude under the effect of price stability as the purpose of policy and mandate being crite-
rial in formulation and provision of monetary authorities.

Ignoring the issue of CBI when considering an optimal monetary regime for commodity economies looks like a way 
toignore the fact that the objective macropolitical function in such countries may vary as follows: developmentalism and an 
activist structure may be combined with welfare redistribution among separate groups. The currency exchange rate has a 
specific position in this context. On one hand, lively discussions on the problem of the relationship between real apprecia-
tion and the “resource curse” and the exchange rate as a welfare redistribution tool are held around selection of optimal 
regime of the currency exchange rate for resource-rich countries. The influence of the currency exchange rate regime on 
selection of a status for the central bank in resource-rich countries is not being discussed.

This problem can be regarded from two sides. A more independent central bank focuses on achievement of price stability, 
due to which a more flexible exchange rate is provided. Regime dependent central banks support fixed exchange rates and 
monetary autonomy is required to mitigate pressure on policies inconsistent with a fixed exchange rate regime. In the case 
of commodity economies, investigators mostly pay attention to the selection of the currency exchange rate regime, within 
which framing the status of the central bank is one of the explanatory variables. Empirical investigations prove that the 
more a particular country depends on resource exports, the more probable its government will choose a fixed rate. How-
ever, there are some differences. Aliyev (2014) confirms this on the basis of 145 countries from 1975-2004. The researcher 
simultaneously underlines that the larger the number of high-quality institutions, the more independent the central bank, 
and the less procyclical fiscal policy are in a country, the more probable its government will choose a more flexible exchange 
rate regime. In this research, special attention is paid to the important role of CBI as a precondition for choosing a more 
flexible exchange rate, corresponding to previous investigations on the positive relationship between the quality of national 
institutions and a selection in favor of larger monetary autonomy. But this investigation does not contain information about 
the relationship between commodity wealth and a selection in favor of the status of the central bank either in the context 
of choosing an exchange rate regime or otherwise.

In contradiction to this opinion, Wills and van der Ploeg (2014) state that accumulation of reserves is the simplest method 
of creating a quasi-sovereign wealth fund that additionally guarantees support of the fixed exchange rate, without which 
this fund could have been liquidated. If the central bank delegates creation of such a fund and its protection through a 
fixed rate, in which a method of macroeconomic stability support is focused, this is the consequence of understanding the 
risk that if this fund had been established by the government, it could have become the target of a raider attack or could 
have been spent by a clan-political group. Often it is impossible to create such a fund at all because of political corruption, 
which spends excessive costs using formal democratic institutions, provided that it does not matter whether they are cur-
rent or investment ones. Wills and van der Ploeg (2014) do not argue over the relationship between commodity wealth and 
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the status of the central bank, but demonstrate the problems with creation of sovereign wealth in Nigeria, its spending in 
Ghana, and raiding in Nauru. Thus, in this context a central bank should be less independent to protect a fixed rate through 
formation of a sovereign wealth fund that goes outside the standard theory to the contrary of Aliyev (2014) results is more 
in accordance with the traditional view of the problem. This more traditional vision was formulated by Obstfeld (2000) on 
the basis of discussions after the Asian crisis: macroeconomic stability is better achieved due to CBI than due to a fixed 
exchange rate. But it does not disprove the hypothesis that specific institutional framework conditions in resource-rich 
countries and the specific targets of macropolicy in them do not include a political choice in favor of a less independent 
central bank. Therefore, such a choice should not be based upon the currency exchange rate regime or level of national 
indebtedness (which are often considered in analysis of delegation of one or another level of autonomy by central banks in 
emerging market countries), if it is conditioned by deeper institutional factors.

С. Opting for less independent central banks in commodity 
economies: theoretical reasoning and tendencies for reform of 
monetary authorities

1. Political economy of the functional choice concerning more dependent central banks

Explaining a lower level of monetary authorities’ independence in resource-rich countries requires further consideration 
of the range of issues that are discussed in the theoretical analysis of the problem. Methodologically, they have to rely on 
peculiarities of the institutional structure of commodity exporters and specific monetary problems, namely the choice of 
an exchange rate regime, the management of currency reserves, etc. Corden (1982) is one of the first who shows that: both 
a floating exchange rate and actual appreciation of a fixed exchange rate pose a threat to suppression of industrial exports 
("Dutch disease"). The objective function of the central bank in commodity economies should be adjusted for structural 
priorities. Due to the fact that a fixed exchange rate combined with optimal intertemporal policy allows reducing the varia-
tion in GDP and inflation, exchange reserves and fiscal buffers (which later turned into sovereign wealth funds) begin to be 
treated as a part of the policy of "foreseeing savings." Also, it is necessary to take into account that overcoming resource 
dependency requires a special structural policy that may allow the existence of a more controlled central bank, whose mon-
etary choices would comply with a long-term strategy of the government concerning prioritizing variations of inflation or 
the exchange rate. For example, Hausmann and Rigobon (2002) state that the interventionist structural policy in trade and 
finance better corresponds to the logic of the fight against the "resource curse" than a policy based solely on compliance 
with intertemporal savings and the rise of allocational efficiency in financial markets. 

The other side of the problem is the institutional deformity of "rent-seeking." In most cases, it is stated that they cause 
procyclicality of the fiscal policy (Aliyev, 2012). However, under the procyclicality of the fiscal policy in resource-rich coun-
tries lies a so-called "predatory government," "voracity effect," or open social conflicts related to control over resources and 
a lack of guarantees for ownerships (Auty, 2001; Arezki and Bruckner, 2010). Hence, the issue of transitory or persistence 
of a price shock in the commodity market, which is important for optimal policy of intertemporal savings, is ignored in the 
environment of weak institutions. Moreover, the transition from variable positive shocks to a steadily rising price trend only 
escalates the struggle for resources and exacerbates the problem of wasteful consumption. 

Without going into a discussion about the optimal policy for a commodities-dependent economy, it should be noted that, 
within the analytical framework of the number of macroeconomic and institutional effects (which are shown in Table 1) 
of commodities exporters, one can see the explanation as to why the central bank appears to be less independent than in 
other cases. In this context, in this manner assumptions are made about whether this institutional design of the monetary 
policy is more or less optimal. Table 1 generalizes a set of macroeconomic and institutional effects and peculiarities of com-
modity economies, in terms of which the role of a less independent central bank is analytically outlined.
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Table 1. Structural peculiarities of commodity economies and 
central banks independence: positive analysis

Commodity economies: effects and peculiari-
ties

Choice in favor of lower CBI Potential optimality

Political and economic costly tax collection 
and debt financing; Is the result of institu-
tional weaknesses of the government in the 
fiscal sphere

Foreseeing increases of currency re-
serves guarantees independent finan-
cial solvency and can reduce the cost of 
external borrowing; Forcing the central 
bank is associated with keeping the rate 
up and accumulation of large reserves 

The choice in favor of lower inde-
pendence is not optimal because 
it does not solve the fundamental 
problem of the weakness of fiscal 
institutions

Political and economic costly tax collection 
and seigniorage is the result of institutional 
fragmentation that prevents even distribu-
tion of the tax burden, or when the taxable 
commodity sector is "privatized" by influence 
groups

The macroeconomic instability of a frag-
mented government limits its ability to 
implement external borrowing due to 
political risks, which make foreseeing 
increases in reserves hardly probable, 
and instead of this they encourage sei-
gniorage; Fiscal dominance is prevalent; 
When the central bank is a tool to "limit 
the next government" because of infla-
tion and financial instability, none of the 
groups is interested in increasing its in-
dependence. The same applies to access 
to seigniorage

The same as above

"Resource curse" and prevention from the 
"Dutch disease." The inflow of large amounts 
of FX increases the real exchange rate, which 
replaces the non-commodity sector and en-
courages the development of a domestic ser-
vices sector with a high marginal propensity 
to consume; Structural policy is based on the 
elimination of preconditions of real revalua-
tion of the rate and allows direct support to 
non-commodity sectors

Structural limitations for real revaluation 
may require an appropriate institutional 
decision concerning the central bank, es-
pecially when capital inflow is powerful 
and persistent and, due to this, domes-
tic price stability may be doubtful; The 
dominance of the central bank concern-
ing the priority of exchange rate stability, 
but not price stability, is accompanied by 
fiscal dominance in accordance with the 
priorities of industrial policy 

Pressure on the priority of exchange 
rate stability over price stability does 
not always guarantee salvation from 
the problem of "Dutch disease" with-
out additional measures being taken 
in the sphere of fiscal policy and reg-
ulation of wages; This choice has a 
fair optimality only when combined 
with the liability of the government 
for non-inflationary expense poli-
cies; The participation of the central 
bank in the active industrial policy is 
not optimal because it destroys in-
centives to develop non-commodity 
exports through the effects of infla-
tion and weakening of sensitivity to 
competition

Currency reserves serve as a quasi- sovereign 
wealth fund; Increases in these reserves re-
quires an appropriate exchange rate policy, 
and management of such a fund may require 
special financial control

Pressure on the central bank may ad-
dress the issue prioritizing the exchange 
rate, which would be consistent with 
the maximization of foreign assets in 
the long run. Also, there is the problem 
of control of financial and investment 
risks of external assets management. CBI 
may complicate the control over quality 
aspects of external assets management 
since management objectives may not 
always be based on economic criteria 

This situation shows the problems 
of institutional design of the control 
over external assets management; It 
can also be a sign of political failure 
to divide foreign assets into mon-
etary (currency reserves) and sov-
ereign (sovereign wealth fund), as a 
result of which a lower CBI may be 
justified only by problems related to 
effective control 
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"Predatory government" and increase ("de-
fense") of reserves; The government which maxi-
mizes the use of limited political and economic 
group faces a problem of access to external mar-
kets of borrowings. The necessary increase in 
reserves that is needed for this purpose can be 
considered as a macroeconomical step towards a 
creation of a monetary basis for the fiscal expan-
sion. Although, this is a situation that is peculiar 
to countries with weak institutions in general, a 
commodity economies may be characterized by 
a combination of excessive costs with the reduc-
tion of external revenues, or expectations of such 
reduction

Pressure on the central bank may lie in 
creation of monetary conditions for accu-
mulation of reserves that are not socially 
optimal. The increase in reserves intended 
for consumption by one group takes place 
at the cost of a reduction in consumption 
by the rest of the society; Retention of the 
rate from the equilibrium movement to-
wards PPP is one of the examples of this; 
Similarly, a more rigid internal monetary 
policy may reflect circumstances of "re-
serves protection," when the main nega-
tive factor on the balance of payments is a 
"privatized" fiscal policy

The combination of an excessively 
rigid monetary policy and obviously 
expansionary fiscal policy would not 
be evidence of the optimality of a 
more dependent central bank; Such 
a mixed policy may be implemented 
during a relatively indefinite period 
of time, the duration of which is af-
fected by factors of the external 
market environment or factors of 
internal political stability; The lack of 
CBI, which leads to an imbalance of 
the structure of aggregate expendi-
tures, ends with a crisis 

"Predatory government" and reduction of re-
serves; The maximization of consumption by 
one political and economic group takes place 
due to the support of a fixed exchange rate 
in the conditions of the expected reduction in 
revenues; Also, the reduction in reserves is a 
way to limit future governments or a means 
to extend the "expropriation" of value for the 
foreign assets already accumulated 

A dependent central bank prefers the sup-
port of a non-equilibrium rate to the de-
terioration in balance of payments, which 
makes its reserves decrease and imbal-
ances grow; Areduction in reserves may 
also occur through direct or indirect access 
to the limited supply of currency by specific 
members of the ruling group; Monetary 
policy becomes a redistributive tool that 
rationalizes access to FX in favor of particu-
lar persons

The support of the non-equilibrium 
rate and loss in reserves from the 
point of view of redistributive con-
siderations may not be evidence of 
the optimal choice in favor of a de-
pendent central bank

"Voracity effect" is a radical case of the "pred-
atory government" which increases expen-
ditures faster than world prices rise and the 
conditions of trade improve; It takes place in 
conditions of expected and persistent increas-
es in prices for commodities, during which the 
expropriation of value progresses on a scale 
that results in the loss of motivation for eco-
nomic activity by agents outside the ruling 
group; Expansion of expenditures reduces re-
serves and increases external debt 

Under the "voracity effect," monetary 
preconditions of intertemporal savings 
are removed institutionally, and due to 
this fact the expectations of stable and 
growing external revenues are accompa-
nied by the accumulation of net external 
liabilities and deceleration of economic 
activity; Pressure on the central bank oc-
curs in the directions of the elimination of 
reserve accumulation, support of a non-
equilibrium rate, enabling the export of 
capital, and impeding access of other eco-
nomic agents to FX

This is the most blatant instance of 
a non-optimal institutional design 
for macroeconomic policy. The lack 
of CBI is not only a counter-weight 
to fiscal expansion, but it is also a 
monetary continuation with explicit 
redistributive focus ending in procy-
clicality that borders with a perma-
nent crisis

Foreign exchange and rate estimation of rent; 
The estimation of rent in foreign currency and 
the source of its formation may have influence 
on the choice of exchange rate policies with 
corresponding consequences for the money 
supply and reserves. When the main source 
of rent is foreign revenues, then the interest 
in choosing the rate (or in a broader sense in 
choosing the instrument of economic policy) 
grows, this stimulates exporters regardless of 
the general equilibrium of economics; When 
the main source of rent is internal expropria-
tion, the support of a stable exchange rate may 
reflect efforts to increase the cost of domestic 
revenues in foreign currency, encouraging the 
expansion of opportunities for exporting capital

The central bank becomes an institu-
tional form for redistributive use of the 
exchange rate and capital flows regula-
tion; Supporting exporters does not al-
ways guarantee an increase in reserves 
through export of the capital; Second, 
the export of capital becomes an exter-
nal continuation of the internal expro-
priation (raid) and the dependent central 
bank is required to allow access to FX 
and to bypass formal restrictions on the 
movement of capital 

Such a choice is not optimal, as it 
involves the redistributive nature of 
foreign exchange rate policy, and de-
cisionson regulation and supervision 
of capital flows turn into an instance 
of a "privatized" institute

Note 1. Drawn up by the author.
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At the same time, the peculiarities of commodity economies in terms of the functional approach to CBI allow a potential 
optimality of a lower level of monetary autonomy, but they do not determine it unconditionally. This means that there may be 
circumstances in which the wealth of resources is considered as a source of a "resource curse" threat. In other words there may 
be a socio-political acknowledged fact (regardless of the political regime) for the necessity to combat resource dependence. 
Preventing the "resource curse" may become a public choice and not be the subject of a social compromise or grounds for 
opportunistic behavior. In such cases, a more dependent central bank is not a definite optimal choice, as traditional monetary 
autonomy does not exclude a better macroeconomic result and does not contradict the possibilities of implementing structural 
policies for diversification and intertemporal smoothing. Past inflation experience as a determinant for reforming the status 
of the central bank may also be independent from the level of resource wealth, but when the latter became the reason for a 
policy that ended in the acceleration of inflation (e.g., Venezuela), the choice in favor of a higher level of CBI may be considered 
in the traditional macroeconomic context and not in the light of overcoming resource curse limitations.

2. The ruling trend of reforms of central banks

In light of the fact that the status of the central bank is not an institutional invariant both in terms of lower and higher CBI, the 
problem of reforms in monetary authorities remains a relevant comparative backdrop in the case analysis of resource exporters. 
The issue of such reforms is even more vital if we take into account at least two trends. 

First, fluctuations in prices and capital flows become increasingly synchronized with the phases of global liquidity behavior, 
resulting in major changes in the inflow and outflow of foreign exchange cover of more sectors of the economy and finance. 
Now the problem of procyclicality of commodity economies mostly concerns financial stability and financial imbalances. 
Namely synchronization of the movement of world prices for resources and assets with the vector of capital movement is not 
just deepening the conflict in terms of the stability of prices and exchange rate, but adds a financial dimension to it: a series 
of external borrowings of the private sector, a disproportion of foreign currency assets structure and liabilities in the real and 
financial sectors, an increase of external assets alongside a worsening of the balance of payments, a real estate bubble, excessive 
household sector leverage, etc. 

Second, due to social capitalization of the resource wealth, a trend to deepen the internal market is being formed. As a result, 
a range of influences on inflation is expanded and the behavior of the aggregate demand in certain periods of the cycle of 
global prices for commodities deviates from the tough conditionality of the world market. Thus, a more traditional relationship 
between price stability and aggregate demand is activated, and, due to this, structural changes activate the preconditions for a 
more representative modality of links between macroeconomic processes and the institutional format of the monetary policy. 
Integration between CBI and inflation becomes particularly important where marginal cases of resource wealth are not observed, 
and in these cases the extent of fluctuations of global liquidity will potentially demand institutional adaptation, signs of which will 
be formed by a trend of structural reforms in the monetary policy for the last period. 

The reforms of central banks clearly indicate that the increase of political and economic independence is an unambiguous 
fact, which finds its confirmation in the change of value of the relevant indices. As such, Arnone et al. (2007) confirm that the 
increase of both political and economic independence of monetary authorities goes in the same direction, although with certain 
peculiarities for different world regions and groups of countries. In particular, visible progress in improving economic independence 
is indicative for countries with emerging markets and developing countries (see Table 2).

Table 2. Regional trends of increasing CBI. GMT-index for 163 countries

Political Economic Total 
1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s 1980s 2000s

Africa 0.17 0.37 0.52 0.72 0.33 0.53
Asia and Oceania 0.21 0.54 0.41 0.73 0.30 0.63

Europe 0.32 0.79 0.27 0.98 0.30 0.88
Middle East 0.25 0.40 0.36 0.68 0.30 0.53

Latin America 0.36 0.50 0.36 0.88 0.36 0.067
In total 0.28 0.56 0.38 0.84 0.32 0.68

Source: Arnonen et al. (2007).
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Application of a gradual, non-formal (index growth) approach to the evaluation of trends in the sphere of CBI also reflects its 
significant strengthening as a result of implementing corresponding reforms. Remarkably, the distribution of reforms overtime 
is tightly correlated enough with periods after crises. On the basis of the data provided by Romelli (2015), peculiar "storms" of 
reforms since 1972 may be observed. The reforms of the late 1970s-1980s are definitely related to the effects of high inflation 
in developed countries. The reforms of the early 1990s are related to the process of European integration. From 1997 to 2002, 
a modernization of central banks in countries with emerging markets was the response to the Asian crisis and the search for 
institutional alternatives to inflexible rates. Since 2007, one may observe a continuation of institutional adaption to post-crisis 
instability, when the independence of monetary authorities continues to be considered as an important element of adaptation 
to a new macro-financial environment. In the words of CBI indices, reforms also confirm the unambiguity of the trend concern-
ing strengthening of the institutional protection of monetary authorities (Table 3). It is important to emphasize that a starting 
level of the average, minimum, and maximum values of the relevant indices for the corresponding group of countries increase 
with each subsequent period. 

Table 3. Indices of CBI in terms of periods and number of reforms

Years 1972-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2009 2010-2014

Number of countries 28 30 49 50 50

ECBI Number of
reforms

8 (3; 5) 9 (2; 7) 42 (3; 39) 31 (2; 29) 11 (5; 6)

Average Value 0.490 0.503 0.594 0.755 0.777

Minimum 0.201 0.206 0.206 0.387 0.399

Maximum 0.783 0.783 0.963 0.963 0.963

GMT Number of
reforms

6 (3; 3) 6 (2; 4) 37 (3; 34) 26 (2; 24) 8 (4; 4)

Average Value 0.401 0.411 0.528 0.720 0.744

Minimum 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.125 0.125

Maximum 0.750 0.750 1 1 1

CWN Number o
 reforms

8 (2; 6) 7 (0; 7) 37 (2; 35) 24 (1; 23) 5 (0; 5)

Average Value 0.390 0.412 0.533 0.746 0.774

Minimum 0.090 0.135 0.135 0.193 0.193

Maximum 0.735 0.799 0.979 0.979 0.979

Note 1. ECBI stands for Romelli's dynamic CBI index. GMT stands for the index by Grilli, Masciandaro, and Tabellini. CWN stands for the index by 
Cukierman, Webb, Neyapti. 

Note 2. Explanation to the column "Number of reforms": total number of reforms (number of reforms that reduce the index value).

Source: Romelli (2015).

The most significant in this regard is the period of the 1990s. During this period, the most considerable increase of CBI took 
place and the empirical basis for "best practices" that later gained wide recognition were formed. A slightly slower rise of the 
independence level at a later stage gives evidence of a relatively high level already achieved that is also noted by other authors 
(see Dincer and Eichengreen, 2014), but this does not rule out that the ongoing monetary reforms have another quality – they 
are more focused on the "nuances" of institutional relationships with the branches of government, the appointment system, 
and the political responsibility of leadership. As a matter of fact, these are the components of independence that may be easily 
frustrated within the framework of political resistance to the declaration of its principle as a fundamental institutional practice, 
which is peculiar for countries with weak institutes. If the principal assumes a deviation from the socially optimal rate of infla-
tion or obtains hidden (or obvious) benefits from quasi-fiscal operations, or if he is directly involved in fiscal dominance, then 
an agent, whatever status he has, has little chances for behavior that differs from the principal's. It is no coincidence that the 
quality of institutes was especially moved out to the fore when the drivers of the increase of the level of CBI were determined 
in studies of the second generation (Crowe and Meade, 2008; Dincerand Eichengreen, 2014).
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As for a certain increase in the number of reforms during 2010-2014, as a result of which the index of independence goes 
down (see Table 3), they should not be connected with the direct rethinking of the paradigm of the autonomy of monetary 
authorities after the global financial crisis, discussions of which have taken place (Koziuk, 2015), but with the transformation 
of functions and responsibilities of central banks in banking supervision. Differences in the structure of indices listed in Table 
3 clearly show this. The CWN-index is more complex and sophisticated, and it includes a wider range of items of monetary au-
tonomy compared to the GMT-index. But the latter is more sensitive to powers in the sphere of banking supervision (according 
to the GMT approach: the greater the responsibility entrusted to the central bank in this sphere, the less independent it is). A 
similar situation occurs with the ECBI-index. Changes in financial regulation and strengthening of monetary responsibility for 
financial stability took place in some countries, a perfect example of which is the Bank of England. Accordingly, the increased 
number of reforms that reduce CBI is a matter of banking supervision, which captures the GMT-index and ignores the CWN-
index rather than a matter of institutional principles of the monetary policy.

D. Resources export and CBI

1. Commodities export and independence of monetary authorities: a comparative analysis in 
terms of groups of countries

For checking the hypothesis a lower level of CBI in commodity economies, it a group comparison was held of an extended 
CWN-index magnitude, GMT-index, and central bank transparency index in the context of developed countries (the first group), 
countries with emerging markets, developing countries (the second group) and resource-rich countries (the third group). As 
mentioned above, the first two indices differ on a compositional level. They are counted up for the different periods of time 
and cover a different number of countries, which in some cases mismatch. On one hand, the same groups that are evaluated 
on the basis of the average values of different indices, having a slightly different composition, cannot be compared directly. 
On the other hand, the differentiation of the groups’ compositions in the context of available index values allows testing 
of the commonality of trends in cases when the indices’ average group values have identical patterns. In other words, the 
distinctive content of groups and the indices’ composition can be used as independent confirmation of the hypothesis and 
mutual reinforcement of arguments based on a separate analysis in the context of different indexes.

The theoretical hypothesis is the following: if the resource factor really makes an impact on the choice of the level of CBI, 
the average value of the applicable index of the third group of countries should be lower than the first two. It is especially 
important that the average value of the third group is lower than in the second, represented by countries with low and medium 
incomes, similar to most commodities for a wide range of institutional and structural indicators and which account the largest 
number of central banks’ reforms in the recent past. The results in the Tables 4-6 fully confirm to the suggested hypothesis

Table 4. GMT-index in the context of groups of countries

1980s 2000

Developed countries 0.48 (18 countries) 0.75 (27 countries)

Countries with emerging markets and developing 
countries

0.34 (57 countries) 0.24 (135  countries)

Commodities exporting countries 0.34 (17 countries) 0.55 (44 countries)

Commodities "extra exporting countries", a share of 
commodities export is more than the median value 
in 65% 

0.27 (9 countries) 0.49 (28 countries)

Energy resources "extra exporting countries", the 
share of commodities export is more than
the median value in 35%

0.24 (3 countries) 0.47 (22 countries)

Metals "extra exporting countries", the share of 
commodities export is more than the median value 
in 12%

0.27 (4 countries) 0.62 (11 countries)

Food resources "extra exporting countries", the 
share of commodities export is more than
the median value in 15%

0.40 (9 countries) 0.59 (15 countries)

Note 1. Arranged into groups by the author on the basis of a commodities-exporting countries list and the empirical bases of the IMF’s "extra-
exporters" definition (2015). The GMT-index is contained in the Arnone et al. (2007). 
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Thus, the data in Table 4 allows emphasizing a few important points. First, the level of CBI in the world has advanced unam-
biguously. Herewith the resource-rich countries are not an exception. On average, they tend towards the similar substantial 
increase of the corresponding assessing index value as for the second group of countries. In other words, the general trend of 
increasing monetary autonomy described above concerns the analyzed countries too. Second, the third group’s independence 
level proved to be lower than the second group and significantly lower than the first, confirming the suggested hypothesis. 
Third, the formation of resource wealth has a significance. In energy resources exporting countries, the average value of the 
GMT-index turned out to be the lowest in the context of all these groups, meanwhile, in metals and food exporters, this value is 
sometimes higher than in the second group. Fourth, the increase of the GMT-index for the respective years in metals exporters 
is the highest, and in food exporters it has grown from the highest starting position. Fifth, it can be assumed that the formation 
of resources wealth has significant consequences. The rent value being derived from the resource type, in which the country 
is rich impacts the way in which the fight for access resources is institutionalized with the respective consequences for the 
monetary authorities’ independence.

Table 5 illustrates the changes of an extended CWN-index from the end of the 1990s. The specificity is that, according to 
this index, the level of CBI in developed countries was lower than in other countries of the world. It can be explained by later 
reforms based on best practices. In addition, the group of developed countries is not made up of the EMU member countries 
which are presented in the ECB, whereas in Table 4 there is the country's representation of the GMT-index. Grouping in the 
context of "extra-exporters" was not conducted due to limited data. As for the suggested hypothesis about the lowest level of 
CBI in resource-rich countries, it has found confirmation here. The value of the corresponding index for the third group is lower 
than for the second one. Also, the value of this index for the second group has increased more significantly than for the third.

Table 5. Extended CWN-index in the context of groups of countries

1998 2004 2010

Developed countries
(12 countries + ECB)

0.32 0.39 0.35

Countries with emerging markets 
and developing countries
(74 countries)

0.47 0.53 0.54

Commodities exporting countries 
(22 countries)

0.43 0.47 0.47

Note 1. Arranged into groups by the author on the basis of the IMF’scommodities exporting countries list (2015). The extended CWN-index is 
contained in Dincer and Eichengreen (2014).

Table 6 shows the index change in transparency of central banks. Unlike the data of Table 5, the result is much closer to the 
case of the GMT-index. The transparency level of monetary authorities in developed countries is distinctively higher than in the 
rest of the world. For developed countries, the achievement of monetary efficiency occurs not only through formal independ-
ence, but also by increasing transparency. Central banks of resource-rich countries turned out to be the most opaque.

Table 6. Transparency index in the context of groups of countries

1998 2004 2010

Developed countries
(18 countries + ECB)

6.78 9.13 10.53

Countries with emerging markets 
and developing countries
(100 countries)

2.63 4.03 5.0

Commodities exporting countries 
(35 countries)

2.35 3.55 4.32

Note 1. Arranged into groups by the author on the basis of IMF’s commodities exporting countries list (2015). The Transparency index is contained 
in Dincer and Eichengreen (2014). The maximum index value of transparency is 15.
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The lowest level of transparency of commodities-exporters’ central banks can be considered in the context of the overall 
lower level of CBI. This is the situation when low CBI and transparency reinforce each other, confirming the suggested hypoth-
esis and represents itself in the reflection of institutional choice. It is possible to consider this problem also from the perspec-
tive of other structural characteristics of commodity economies. For example, taking into account the discovery in Dincer 
and Eichengreen (2014) stipulating an increase in transparency through the level of development and the depth of financial 
markets, the low openness and transparency of central banks in the third group of countries should not cause surprise if we 
take into account the results of Kurronen’s investigation (2012). The low level of interior financial sector development in the 
group of countries analyzed can be qualified as one that reduces political and economic demand on central bank transparency, 
which has resulted in the value of the respective index. On the other hand, according to Wills and van der Ploeg (2014), the 
currency reserves in commodities exporting countries are a quasi-sovereign wealth fund, of which transparent management 
remains low. However, the low transparency of external assets management is the most probable for autocratic regimes or in 
the condition of weak institutions. It means that the link between the political regimes and resources wealth should also be 
taken into account.

For additional testing of the hypothesis about the conditionality of the level of CBI by a commodities factor, the TOR-index 
was applied (TOR-index from English – turnoverrate). According to Cukierman (1992) and Cukierman et al. (1992), it is intended 
to assess the correlation between the formal independence, which the index evaluates, and the actual one, which depends on 
how a central bank’s management is over the whole statutorily-required period of engagement. The data in the Table 7 also 
does not contradict the given hypothesis.

Table 7. TOR-index in the context of groups of countries

Number of countries Average index value

Developed countries 26 0.16

Countries with emerging markets and 
developing countries

105 0.22

Commodities exporting countries 37 0.28

Note 1. Arranged into groups by the author on the basis of the IMF’s commodities exporting countries list (2015). The index is calculated for 1970-
2004. Dreher et al. (2007).

According to the data of Table 7, this index value is the highest only for resource-rich countries and the lowest for developed 
countries. However, the TOR-index is within the scope of critique. It will adequately describe the situation regarding the dis-
crepancy between the formal and actual CBI only in the case when an appointed manager as the agent focuses on the lowest 
social optimal inflation level compared to the principal. In the categories of Rogoff (1985), this is a situation when the agent is 
more conservative than the principal, the consequence of which is that a more rigid monetary policy is not supported by the 
highest-level leaders by virtue of the electorate or other opportunistic considerations. In the case where the chief of the central 
bank does not meet the criterion of conservatism according to Rogoff (1985), the TOR-index value may not reflect a low level 
of actual independence: the principal is satisfied by a weak central bank chief without regard to the level of formal independ-
ence. In light of these considerations, the data presented in Table 7 requires cautious interpretation taking into account the 
resource-rich countries heterogeneity.

For example, according to Dreher et al. (2007) calculations, the central bank chiefs of the Persian Gulf countries occupied 
their positions the most stably, the countries of Latin America and other developed countries that changed chiefs the most 
commonly, occurred where inflation struggles were unsatisfactory or conflicting and inconsistent. If we take into account the 
nature of the political regime, you should assume that in autocratic countries the TOR-index will be lower because of the agent 
is tightly controled by the principal, whereas in democratic countries its low value will be the consequence of the fact that 
for the qualitative institutions, appointment and dismissal takes place on the basis of professional criteria. High values of the 
TOR-index will be in countries with weak institutions, primarily in commodity economies where the central bank is a tool or 
weapon for access to the rent of competing political and economic groups. In other words, the democracy level is sufficient 
for procedural possibilities of central bank managers’ frequent changes, but the quality of democracy is low for appointing 
manager whose intentions in the field of monetary policy are not contrary to what policy that central bank would carry out 
with an appropriate independence level.

The relationship between the CBI, the exchange rate regime, and the level of democracy reflects another aspect of the prob-
lem. Table 8 shows the distribution of commodities exporting countries according to monetary regimes, the terms of which are 
calculated with average group values of the GMT-index and the democracy index.
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Table 8. Monetary regimes in resource-rich countries

Monetary regime Peg to the US dollar Peg different from US 
dollar

Money supply 
targeting  

Inflation 
targeting 

Countries Iraq, Angola, Guyana, 
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, 
Saudi Arabia, Bolivia, 

Mauritania, Timor-Lestre, 
Surinam, Trinidad and 
Tobago, Turkmenistan, 
Venezuela, Vietnam, 

Yemen, Ecuador, Bahrain, 
Oman, the U.A.E., Qatar

Cameroon, Chad, 
Central African 

Republic, Republic 
of Congo, Equatorial 
Guinea, Gabon, Mali, 
Kuwait, Libya, Russia, 
Syria, Botswana, Iran, 
Azerbaijan, Algeria, 

Brunei

Guinea, Nigeria, 
Papua New 

Guinea, Sudan, 
Zambia

Indonesia, Peru, 
Chile, Mexico, 

Norway

The number of 
countries

20 16 5 5

The commodity-
rich countries 

share, %

43 32 11 11

The countries 
proportion, which 

have made a 
choice in favor 

of this monetary 
regime among all 

countries, %

34 26 11 23

Average GMT-
index

0.54 0.46 0.49 0.70

Democracy index 4.34 3.30 4.35 7.58

Note: the democracy index value, reflecting the autocratic regime, 0-4; hybrid regime, accordingly, 4.1-5.94; 6.03-7.94 – weak democracy; more 
than 8.03 - full democracy.

Source: the countries distribution according to the monetary regime criterion in accordance with Wills and van der Ploeg (2014). The GMT-index is 
contained in Arnone et al (2007). The democracy index according to the Economist Intelligence Unit.

Based on the data of Table 8, we can come to the following conclusions. First, for the countries with fixed exchange rates and 
money supply targets, the average level of CBI is even lower than in the group of commodities exporters in general from Table 4. 
The independence level of the monetary authorities for inflation targeting regimes is comparable with the average level of 
developed countries. It confirms Aliyev (2014) research. In other words, the hypothesis that amore independent central bank 
is required to protect a fixed rate is not confirmed by the example of commodity economies. A higher level of monetary au-
tonomy inherent for inflation-targeting regimes is evidence of the institutional maturity of such countries. Second, the fact of 
institutional maturity of commodity economies in terms of the monetary regime choice and the level of CBI is confirmed by the 
nature of the political regime. The countries, presented in Table 8 with fixed rate or money supply targets are mostly autocratic. 
And only inflation-targeting regimes have the level of democracy inherent for many developed countries. Third, the transition 
to inflation targeting and choosing autonomy for the monetary authorities in general is a reflection of a democratic institution’s 
role in the neutralization of monetary policy’s functional usage in the process of commodities rent redistribution. Fourth, in 
the context of specific and autocratic aspects of rents redistribution, a fixed rate appears better-integrated into external wealth 
control mechanisms, which needs a less transparent central bank. It makes the data of Table 6stand out. On the other hand, 
exchange rate stability could be considered as a component of autocracy's social contract with the society, where "stability" 
and prosperity (where it is based on the solvency ensured by the exchange rate stability) are the "loyalty retaliation" to the 
monopoly on the political power and resource rents.
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2. Econometric evaluation of the relationship between monetary autonomy and commodity exports

A regression analysis was used for additional hypothesis verification of the relationship between commodities wealth and 
the level of CBI. Despite the fact that resources wealth is not always measured by the share of commodity exports, specifically 
the primary extraction commodity exports (cultivation) or commodities with low added value, is considered as the most rep-
resentative structural sign of the respective countries. 

There are several approaches to define the criteria to assign countries as commodities exporters. The simplest approach 
was used at Aliyev (2013), where a resource-rich country is recognized by a share of commodity exports that exceeds 50% 
of the total export structure. An analogous variable of resource wealth appears in other investigations (Aliyev, 2012; Aliyev, 
2013). The IMF makes use of a somewhat different approach. A resource-rich country means a country where the commodity 
exports share from 1962-2014 on average did not descend below 35% of total exports and the net commodity exports for the 
same period of time exceeds 5% of the gross foreign trade (exports + imports) (IMF, 2015). For purposes of the countries list, 
these approaches are almost identical, but the latter is structurally stricter because it excludes those countries with significant 
intermediate consumption of commodities. 

In empirical models, the commodities factor evaluation is often carried out as the example of a broad sample of countries 
without analytical groupings. It allows seeing the influence of the resources wealth variable that is mostly the commodity 
exports’ share on the dependent variable in a wider range of structural characteristics. Similar work is research by Kurronen 
(2012) on the definition of features of commodity exports’ impact on the financial sector structure (resources wealth inhibits 
banking sector development but encourages borrowing; the financial system market model is much more likely in commodity 
exporting countries; and the commodities sector does not require a significant internal financial sector, because it is based 
on eye-watering external borrowing to finance large-scale projects and the rent acts as the guarantee of solvency whereby 
the underdeveloped financial intermediation limits the access to finance in other sectors and aggravates the problem of the 
"resource curse"). In her regressive model, 133 countries were analyzed and the independent variable was the share of "min-
eral export," equivalent to the sum of the three positions of the World Development Indicators: the Structure of Merchandise 
Exports, namely: Agricultural Raw Materials + Fuels + Ores and Metals. 

To determine the impact of the commodities factor on the level of CBI, a sample of 150 countries were tested using a mul-
tifactorial regression type:

Y = а + b1 × lnX1 + b2 × lnX2 + b3 × X3, (1) 

where:

Y– the GMT-index. As mentioned above, this index was calculated for the greatest number of countries (Arnone et al., 2007). 
It sufficiently representatively estimates the formal status of monetary authorities, even though inferior to the breadth of cov-
erage options, the importance of which is registered in later investigations (Dincer and Eichengreen, 2014);

X1 – the inflation of previous period. The previous period inflation indicator’s value in the literature has already noted its im-
portance as a driver for strengthening of monetary autonomy in the sense that the more rigorous the inflationary experience 
of the country was, the more it is inclined to accept an anti-inflationary institute as the independent central bank. The indicator 
of the previous period inflation is the average value of CPI fluctuations for 1987-1996. On one hand, during this period the hy-
perinflation strip was over. On the other hand, it was the most large-scale period of reforming central banks in many countries 
of the world. The importance of this independent variable is substantiated by the fact that the inflation experience, regardless 
of resources wealth, can impact the performance of the GMT-index. At the same time, the usage of this variable allows for 
eliminating the risk of non-commodity exporters in terms of their monetary policy success in a wider sample of countries. A 
logarithm was used to neutralize the impact of significant variances in the light of the fact that many countries experienced 
hyperinflation during the selected period;

X2 – the commodity exports share of the World Development Indicators: the Structure of Merchandise Exports, which is 
calculated as the sum of the positions: Agricultural Raw Materials, Fuels, Ores and Metals. In the case of island countries, the 
position of Food is used because it is very difficult to separate food from the agricultural raw materials for agricultural pro-
duction in a tropical zone. A logarithm was used to smooth large variances when one group contains countries with minimal 
resource wealth and maximum resource wealth;

X3 – Democracy Index (Economist Intelligence Unit). This indicator was chosen according to two reasons. First, as already 
mentioned, there is a convincing positive relationship between the level of democracy or the quality of the institutions that 
corresponds with the democracy level, and CBI. Second, as the literature demonstrates on the issues of political economy of 
resources wealth, the latter often assumes an opposite correlation with the level of democracy. Therefore, these are situations 
when an autocratic regime monopolizes the rent and eliminates competing political and economic groups, thereby avoiding 
the "predatory" attitude to resources, or redistributes rent for its own benefit within socially acceptable limits.
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The inverse relationship between resources wealth and the level of democracy is connected for a number of reasons. On 
one hand, a dictatorial regime allows for eliminating the access to rent of competing political, economic, social, or ethnic 
groups, to monopolize it, to or redistribute according to the conventionally social preferences, which would correspond with 
maintaining loyalty to the regime. Thus, in the case of weak institutions, such a regime allows the restriction of a "predatory 
state" with the appropriate redistributive conflicts and macroeconomic instability, which is a struggle consequence for access 
to resources. Similar is the case of state fragmentation, when the lack of social trust between clearly established ethnic or 
political and economic groups leads to a situation of "predatory" exploitation of temporary access to resources connected 
with one of competing groups’ electoral cycle. On the other hand, extending rent to allow for the installation of a dictatorial 
regime is a winning strategy for obtaining unilateral benefits that fully cover the expropriation costs and maintain control over 
society in the future. Third, the initial democratic regime in the conditions of a "resource curse" does not rule out that access 
to rent becomes the source of the "privatization" of political institutions. Therefore, democratic institutions deteriorate and 
are converted into substitute, concealed dividers of the consensus or into a source of social instability, economic populism, 
and macroeconomic vulnerability. In all three cases, the logic of tracing CBI by linking to quality of democracy and the quality 
of institutions must be discernible.

Most commodity economies research in this context is focused on fiscal policy, which is directly connected with resources 
income and rent redistribution (the review is presented by Aliyev (2013)), or on the exchange rates problem, whereas CBI is 
not directly analyzed. Table 8 confirms that rate fixation corresponds inversely with the level of CBI, and the political regime’s 
role retains its relevance in this case, which allows for the inclusion of the optionality of the exchange rate regime variable into 
the model (1). The data in Table 8 allowsus to discard the probability of bivariant connection between the degree of exchange 
rate flexibility and the level of monetary authorities’ independence.

The result of the regressive analysis (Table 9) admits a small statistical significance of the resource factor, in the first ap-
proximation.

Table 9. Result of the regressive analysis of the relationship between the level of CBI, past 
inflation, the share of commodity exports, and the political regime

Independent variables GMT-index

b t-statistics

Ln Past inflation 0.037

(0.008)

4.3495

Ln Share of commodity exports -0.003

(0.0128)

-0.2364

Democracy Index 0.051

(0.0071)

7.2975

R 0.585

R2 0.343

Adjusted R2 0.329

F (3.146) = 25.352

Note 1. It is based on data from 150 countries using the STATISTICA software package.

Data given in Table 9 shows that the sign of the indices is theoretically predictable in all cases: past inflation, as well as a 
level of democracy positively affects the degree of the CBI. However, the level of democracy is the most significant factor with 
the most significant index. The variable of resources wealth is not found as dominant in the definition of the GMT-index. It is 
inferior to the democracy index (the highest coefficient) and the past inflation variable by a significant level.

Based on the results of the regressive analysis, it is possible to conclude alack of substantial conditionality of CBI upon re-
sources wealth within a broad sample of countries. However, it can also be concluded that such a relationship may be indirect, 
i.e., through the relationship between resources wealth and the political regime. That is, political and institutional characteris-
tics of a country and inflationary experience are probably more important factors than resources wealth. But the latter makes 
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an impact on the independence level of monetary authorities through the inverse relationship between resources wealth and 
the level of democracy that has been verified in a series of other studies. This means that the independence level of monetary 
authorities is directly determined by past inflation and the level of democracy, while resources dependence acts rather indi-
rectly, although clearly seen in the case of group comparisons (see above). A correlation matrix (Table 10) fully confirms the 
assumptions made.

Table 10. Correlation matrix of relationships between the regressive model variables (1)

Ln Past inflation Ln Share of
commodity exports

Democracy Index GMT-index

Ln Historic inflation 1.00 0.002529 -0.140396 0.219373

Ln Share of commod-
ity exports

0.002529 1.00 -0.400290 -0.233033

Democracy Index -0.140396 -0.400290 1.00 0.506168

GMT-index 0.219373 -0.233033 0.506168 1.00

Note 1. It is based on data from 150 countries using the STATISTICA software package.

As the data given in Table 10 shows, the independence index value correlates with the democracy index the most densely, 
and the latter is inversely correlated with the resources wealth variable. Past inflation is also directly correlated with the 
GMT-index, while there is virtually no relationship between resources wealth and the past inflation variable. This means 
that resource-rich countries could be substantially different in nature regarding inflation experiences, as well as countries 
in which such structural characteristics as export resource dominance is not significant. It is also important to note that the 
level of democracy corresponds inversely with the level of inflation in the past. This can be interpreted quite definitively: 
more democratic countries tend to support a lower inflation level, regardless of whether they are resource-rich or not. 
Simultaneously, the correlation matrix confirms that the impact of resources wealth on the level of CBI is likely mediated by 
a political regime, i.e., the tendency of resource exporters towards an autocratic regime, which does not always coexist with 
a high level of inflation. This is confirmed by the case of the Persian Gulf countries. Indirectly, the correlation matrix allows us 
to see that when resource wealth coexists with low levels of democracy and inflation, monopolization of access to rent is not 
so much expropriational as it is evidence of an institutional response to the removal of “predatory behavior”. In contrast, the 
combination of resource wealth with a low level of democracy and a high level of inflation indicates the presence of afight for 
rents. In the first case, CBI cannot be regarded as desirable in the light of significant fiscal dominance focused on intertemporal 
optimization. And in the second case, it can be considered as an obstacle in the fight for rent. In the case of a higher level 
of democracy, the combination of resource wealth and a high inflation level may indicate that the competing political and 
economic and ethnic groups consider the central bank as a way to gain benefits within the electoral cycle.

3. structural reforms in resource-rich countries and intermediate conclusions for Ukraine

The post-Asian cycle of growth in world commodity prices has placed a greater focus on structural reforms in resource-rich 
countries. Most of them deal with issues of fiscal policy, optimal intertemporal savings, creating sovereign wealth funds, and 
economic diversification. They have also touched upon reforming monetary authorities. First of all, they concerned the adap-
tation of the price stability policy to an environment of strong pressure on the nominal exchange rate and a growth in gross 
private capital flows. More generally, they evidenced that CBI helps solve the problem of resource dependency due to the fact 
that the fiscal policy becomes more responsible, and the basic principle of the political priority to prevent “resource curse” 
is observed at the institutional level. For example, Chile, Peru, Mexico, Algeria, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, etc., have been able 
to demonstrate weakening the seesaw effect, which means positive changes in one area, leading to deterioration in another 
because of a lack of interest in actual rather than virtual reforms. According to Acemoglu et al. (2008), the “seesaw effect” 
provides for the following in the case of central banks: increasing CBI can improve the success of the fight against inflation, 
but may result in an increase in national debt, for instance, Acemoglu et al. (2008) argue that this effect is most common in 
societies with either severe political constraints (autocratic regime) or with weak ones (irresponsible democracy). Due to their 
institutional specificity, commodity economies are at risk of both types of political constraints, which is indirectly confirmed by 
empirical relationship between the resource wealth variable and the political regime variable (see Tables 8-9). A solution to the 
problem is possible on the basis of an integrated upgrade of an institutional format for macroeconomic policy, within which a 
low level of CBI will not be considered by functionally opportunistic groups.
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The issue of a relationship between the NBU’s independence and institutional distortions of commodity economies is crucial 
for Ukraine. On one hand, the share of commodity exports (according to World Development Indicators) does not indicate 
that the domestic economy is a typical example of resource wealth. On the other hand, it demonstrated very high sensitivity 
to world commodity prices, institutional distortions of fighting for rent are typical, and a long-term increase in demand for 
food and agricultural products will deepen the dependence of domestic export on global demand conditions. This means that 
the choice of institutional modality for NBU functioning should rely on examples of countries where resource wealth is not 
dominant. Monetary policy enjoys institutional protection and is seen as an important principle of macroeconomic policy in 
countries with representative resource wealth or an insignificant share of commodity exports. The need to follow the chosen 
path to strengthen NBU independence should not be conditional on cooperation with the IMF or the choice for European 
integration (compliance of a formal status with assessment criteria within the ECB Convergence Report), but on a political 
and economic consensus with regard to structural reforms aimed at the creation of a society with high-quality institutions. In 
this context, the intention of the NBU to implement the mandate of price stability must be clearly crystallized, the procedure 
for appointment of management allows room for improvement due to increasing public awareness of the position of candi-
dates on key areas of the central bank ex ante, quasi-fiscal operations should be minimized, and fiscal dominance should be 
eliminated. The same applies to the role of the exchange rate in macroeconomic priorities. Maintaining the relative stability 
of the realeffective exchange rate through a soft devaluation response to a decrease in commodity prices may be involved as 
a short-term measure. In the long run, it will turn into subsidizing commodities exporters. The policy of price stability and soft 
devaluation of the National Bank of Poland took place under a very different export structure and quality of institutions and 
therefore it cannot be similarly reproduced.

E. Conclusions

Studies of the relationship between CBI and the macroeconomic situation have distinguished two generations. Within the 
first, an emphasis was given to the specification of the independence index and interpretation of theoretically predictable 
relationships and deviations therefrom. Within the second, an emphasis was given to identification of drivers of enhancing the 
independence level and its relationship with political and institutional characteristics of countries. Recently, the unambiguous 
tendency with regard to the enhancement of CBI has been formed in the world, and the quality of institutions and the quality 
of democracy are recognized as the most important of its drivers. Commodity economies have evolved in a separate class of 
theoretical and empirical studies, which emphasize the issue of the fight for rents, the impact of such a fight on the frustration 
of institutions, a specific formulation of macroeconomic policy priorities, benefits of the choice of a fixed rate, and orientation 
on the accumulation of external assets. Custom macroeconomic priorities and institutional distortions are assumed as deter-
minants of less independent central banks in resource-rich countries. This hypothesis has been confirmed on the basis of an 
inter-group comparison of the average group values of the independence index and the index of transparency of monetary 
authorities. The regression analysis with examples from 150 countries showed that the commodity factor has a rather indirect 
impact (through an inverse relationship between resource wealth and the level of democracy and a direct relationship be-
tween the latter and the GMT-index) on the level of CBI. Thus, the past inflation experience factor together with the quality of 
democracy is more significant, which suggests a possible nonlinear relationship between the resource wealth variable and the 
independence of monetary authorities. Intergroup comparisons showed that by the GMT-index, by the CWN-index, and by the 
transparency index, the level of CBI in countries classified as commodities exporters appeared to be lower than by a group of 
countries with emerging markets and developing countries. In commodity economies, there is also a tendency to increase CBI, 
but its level is significantly lower than in countries where the resource factor is not dominant. The analytical structure of mac-
ro-political models in commodity economies and institutional distortions therein allows for an explanation of the reason for 
more dependent central banks. The political and economic costly characteristics of tax collection, the fight against the “Dutch 
disease,” the phenomenon of exchange reserves as a quasi-sovereign wealth fund, the phenomenon of a “predatory govern-
ment ”, the “voracity effect,” the exchange measurement of rent origin have been highlighted and analyzed in the context of 
features of the choice of a foreign exchange regime, and the impact on policy in terms of exchange reserves and seigniorage, 
due to which the theoretical explanation of a functional view of a less independent central bank in commodity economies has 
been given. Next to that, the objectionable optimality of such an institutional choice is recognized. It is asserted that the risks 
of strengthening the resource dependency of the domestic economy must be considered in the context of quality institution 
formation policy, within which the NBU’s independence is a fundamental principle of macroeconomic stability.
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ABsTRACT

In this research we concentrate on such instruments of regulatory policy as restrictions for capital flow and currency 
regulation. The study highlights the international experience of managing capital flows, considers the consequences of policies 
to manage capital flows and currency regulation in the world, and summarizes the recommendations of international financial 
institutions in this regard. 

Given the globalization of economic processes and the high level of openness in the Ukrainian economy, a strategic goal of 
currency regulation reform in the country has to be the gradual liberalization of capital flows. This is particularly observed in 
the Association Agreement with the EU and other documents. In order to take full advantage of liberalization and minimize the 
risks associated with volatile capital flows, it is necessary to implement a series of measures aimed at improving institutional 
capacity to manage the effects of both the inflow and outflow of capital in the intermediate stages of liberalization. 

The approach generally corresponds to the Comprehensive Program for Financial Sector Development in Ukraine Until 2020, 
the IMF, and the Memorandum of Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU.
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1. Why the international liberalization experience is relevant for 
Ukraine?

The economic decline and capital ouflows triggered by the deployment of military operations, combined with the political 
and economic crisis forced the NBU to resort to harsh currency regulation measures to calm the foreign exchange market in 
2014-15. Implemented by the NBU, administrative measures of currency regulation helped stabilize the foreign exchange mar-
ket and improve the balance of payments, but these measures coupled with an outdated configuration of currency regulation 
constrained the process of economic recovery. Therefore, currency regulation liberalization is a top priority in economic policy 
today. 

For Ukraine it is even more important that throughout the period of independence, cross-border capital movement was 
limited, especially in residents’ investment abroad and the existing legal framework remains from the early post-Soviet era.

On the one hand, relatively easy inflow of foreign currency loans during the global upward cycle in the mid-2000s turned to 
disastrous outflow with the global downturn in 2008-2009. This led to the rapid growth of companies’ leverage and deteriorat-
ing asset quality of the banking system due to sharp hryvnia devaluation. Subsequently, a similar problem befell the state be-
cause the budget deficit and balance of payments was financed through external borrowing, and after the crisis of 2014-2015 
the debt burden on the budget has soared. Hryvnia depreciation increased the value of debt denominated in foreign currency 
and is responsible for about two-thirds of the total increase in the ratio of public debt to GDP.

https://doi.org/10.26531/vnbu2016.236.006© National Bank of Ukraine, 2016. All rights reserved
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On the other hand, since independence, Ukrainian economic agent-residents had almost no opportunity to invest in foreign 
assets and their investment were limited by offshore jurisdictions for the purpose of tax optimization and large business/HNWI 
investment. Even with quite limited access to the world's financial markets, there was close to zero development of the inter-
nal securities market and corporate governance. 

A high-quality and wide financial services market (asset management, private pension funds, hedge funds, etc.) failed to de-
velop. The hypothesis that may explain this situation (even though it requires a separate study) may be the lack of competition 
for investors' funds from foreign issuers with high standards of transparency, corporate governance, and proper protection of 
shareholders’ and creditors’ rights. The absence of an effective judicial system played a role to a fair extent. The main invest-
ment instruments are deposits in banks and (to the households) cash foreign currency. 

At the same time, the banking supervision standards were relatively weak, which allowed owners of banks with Ukrainian 
capital to channel depositors’ funds to related companies and/or to use banks as settlement centers for their businesses. Since 
2014, the National Bank has expelled 64 insolvent banks out of the market and five banks are being managed by the tempo-
rary administration. Altogether, it is about 40% of the total number of banks operating in Ukraine before the 2014 crisis. It is 
noteworthy that none of liquidated banks were owned by foreign banking groups. At the end of 2015, among the 13 largest 
Ukrainian banks (about 80% of banking system assets), only five belonged to Ukrainian owners (the government owned three 
of them). Thus, we can say that the liberalization of the share capital in the post-Soviet era and, consequently, the appearance 
of foreign banking capital in Ukraine, from this point of view contributed to the stability of the banking system.

Given the globalization of economic processes and the high level of openness in the Ukrainian economy, a strategic goal of 
currency regulation reform in the country has to be the gradual liberalization of capital flows. This is particularly observed in 
the Association Agreement with the EU and other documents. In order to take full advantage of liberalization and minimize the 
risks associated with volatile capital flows, it is necessary to implement a series of measures aimed at improving institutional 
capacity to manage the effects of both the capital inflow and outflow at the intermediate stages of liberalization.

The liberalization of cross-border capital movements contributes to the acceleration of economic development, since for-
eign capital inflows allow structural financing of the current account deficit, arising from rapid growth in investment and 
consumer activity. In the long-term, capital inflow contributes to the financial sector development in recipient countries and 
expanding opportunities for investment in the country by facilitating the access of economic agents to financial resources, 
thereby stimulating economic growth.

According to the recommendations of the IMF (2013a), removal of restrictions on capital movement, which regulator im-
posed to combat the crisis, should be gradual and follow prudent steps because, in developing world, recipient countries bear 
the economic risks associated with the reduction of barriers to international capital flows. High pro-cyclicality of global capital 
flows for developing countries, leads to even more severe cyclical economic processes during periods of growth and decline. In 
Ukraine, we were able to observe this effect during 2008-2009 and 2014-2015 when the trend reversal of debt capital inflows 
predetermined a severe balance of payments crisis and led to the depreciation of the hryvnia after a long period of a de facto 
fixed rate (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Balance of payments and the official rate USD/UAH
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Therefore, during the process of financial liberalization many developing countries used to and still practice the use of capital 
control tools to mitigate the negative effects of a sharp inflow or outflow of capital for their economies (Kose et al., 2012; World 
Bank, 2005). The use of capital flows restrictions depends on causes and the extent of problems that arose in the economy. 

In particular, accumulated international experience on the use of restrictions on capital flows, e.g., IMF (2013a), IMF (2013b), 
suggests that:

■ use of administrative restrictions must be temporary anti-crisis measure;

■ it is easier to control capital inflows than outflows;

■ restrictions should be momentary and widespread;

■ the effectiveness of restrictions on the capital movement is higher if the country's financial system has high 
standards of regulation and supervision, which reduces the risks of bypassing such restrictions; and

■ the introduction of new restrictions entail high administrative costs.

Therefore, the implementation of financial liberalization must take into account the experience of countries that have their 
international capital flows liberalized and recommendations of international organizations that were involved in this process in 
different countries. This helps to minimize the risk of the crises and achieve maximum economic benefits from liberalization. 
Therefore, in this paper we focus on international experience coverage on the issue and the recommendations of international 
organizations, which must be considered in formulating future policy of capital flows management in Ukraine.

2. The benefits and risks of liberalized capital movements

Due to globalization and the development of financial tools and services, as well as the open nature of the Ukrainian eco-
nomy, financial liberalization is an inevitable process that will speed up economic development, promote more efficient use 
of resources (both financial and material), help spread modern technology, and improve opportunities to diversify risks. This 
ultimately creates a foundation for sustainable and balanced economic development and public welfare. 

The full liberalization of capital movements stimulates long-term capital inflows to the real economy and the realization of 
Ukraine’s economic potential. The presence of free exit from investments in Ukrainian assets and simplified procedures for 
converting and transferring currency are crucial factors of new investments inflow and the development and strengthening 
of the liquidity of the domestic financial sector. This, in turn, will contribute to the development of currency risk hedging in-
struments and other financial instruments. As a result, real sector enterprises will have better financing conditions - both by 
expanding the number of instruments and due to the lower cost of capital. Households get better conditions for savings alloca-
tion, including pensions. The money market liquidity increase will boost the demand for hryvnia due to additional demand and 
supply from foreign players and will reduce the load on the Central Bank’s reserves during periods of speculative fluctuations. 

For Ukrainian companies and households, capital outflows liberalization will expand opportunities for diversification of as-
sets. Facilitating the access of economic agents to foreign financial resources will contribute to smoothing fluctuations in con-
sumption and investment in the event of external shocks in major export markets. 

However, financial liberalization will promote deeper integration of Ukrainian economy into global economic processes that 
may cause greater volatility in exchange rates and require higher standards of risk management by both regulators and other 
market participants.
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Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of capital free movement
for emerging economies

 Free capital movement Limited capital movement

A
dv

an
ta

ge
s

Better access to international investment capital Government deficit financing at below market rates

Lower market rates the real sector funding More autonomous monetary policy

A wide range of financial instruments for domestic
investors

The perspective of government preferences for certain 
market participants

Developed internal financial sector The possibility of lower volatility for the exchange rate or 
setting the fixed rate 

The development of pension funds which receive the 
opportunities to diversify

Higher fiscal discipline  

Higher productivity of investments  

Competitive environment  

D
is

ad
va

nt
ag

es
 /

 r
is

ks

The high volatility of capital flows Real sector has limited access to the financial resources

Budget deficit financing on market principles Less competitive environment in the financial sector

Greater volatility of exchange rate Higher cost of funds

The need for setting high standards of prudential
supervision

Higher probability of unproductive investments

Less autonomy and the need for more active monetary 
policy

High cost of conducting business

Higher probability of entering crises Low level of financial sector development

Limited range of financial instruments for domestic
investors

 Low level of risk management in the financial sector

 More likely market distortions (rent seeking, corruption)

 High administrative costs of capital restrictions

Source: Economic Strategy Center.
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Capital liberalization risks multiply if liberalization occurs in a country that hasn't reached a sufficient level of financial and 
institutional development (the first attempts to liberalize in Turkey and Israel provide an example), IMF (2013b). In the absence 
of an appropriate level of prudential regulation and supervision (which has constantly improved in light of the development 
of financial innovation), the financial openness of the economy could create incentives for financial institutions to take risks 
that are too high, which ultimately leads to the inflow of short-term volatile investments, especially in non-tradable sectors 
(for example, the real estate market). As a result, it may create a "price bubbles" in such markets. Sudden investment outflow 
could cause a liquidity crisis and banking difficulties, World Bank (2005). However, Hartwell’s (2014) recent research showed 
that the probability of entering a crisis decreased with the deepening of the financial liberalization process subject to prudent 
macroeconomic policies and exchange rate flexibility.

From a regulatory point of view, free capital movement imposes restrictions on the monetary policy’ autonomy for a small 
open economy like Ukraine, as the central bank faces a "classic trilemma," since one cannot control the cost of money in the 
country, the exchange rate, and capital flows simultaneously. Monetary policy in financially open developing economies can 
have a degree of autonomy, although there are restrictions on the objectives that it can achieve Obstfeld (2015). Obstfeld notes 
that countries with no fixed exchange rate are thought to have a certain degree of monetary autonomy, including the impact 
on short-term interest rates, but long-term interest rates show a high degree of correlation in various countries regardless of 
the exchange rate regime. 

3. International experience

Given the overall globalization, the world generally tends to liberalize financial flows, including those among developing 
countries and countries with economies in transition. Changes in the index of capital restrictions (calculated based on the an-
nual report of the IMF on foreign exchange regimes and restrictions on the capital movement (IMF, Annual Reports)), show 
that the number of economies classified as mainly financially open, from mid-1990 to 2010, increased from 78 to 93 from 
among 185 countries, Chinn and Ito (2015). However, the number of mostly financially closed economies only slightly de-
creased over the same period (65 to 62).

The liberalization of cross-border capital movements contributes to the acceleration of economic development, since for-
eign capital inflows allow structural financing of the current account deficit, arising from rapid growth in investment and 
consumer activity. Also, free international capital mobility allows diversifying investments. Empirical studies of Saadi and Sun 
(2012), on the impact of capital flows on economic development, point to the positive effects of foreign direct investment and 
other non-debts flows, especially to developing countries and countries with economies in transition, including through the 
positive effects of modern technology imports. In the long-term, capital inflow contributes to financial sector development in 
recipient countries and expanding opportunities for investment in the country, facilitating economic agents’ access to financial 
resources and promoting economic development. 

The experience of the countries that liberalized capital movements tended to show sustainable economic growth in the long 
run and not only by foreign direct investment, where the positive impact on the economic development of recipient countries 
is well documented in economic literature, but is also due to the influx of more volatile categories of investments, IMF (2013b). 
Figure 2 shows a positive correlation between the net inflow of foreign investments item "other investment flows"1 after full 
financial liberalization, and the average economic growth for 10 years after that indirectly testifies in favor of liberalization in 
the long run, though it is not proof of one depending on the other since economic growth is determined by many different 
factors other than foreign investment. 

1 "Other investment flows" - investment category, which is characterized by high volatility, it does not include foreign direct and portfolio investments and derivative 
financial instruments. IMF (2007), Balance of Payments and International Investment Position Manual. 6th Edition, Chapter 6. https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/
bop/2007/pdf/chap6.pdf
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Figure 2. Correlation between long-term economic growth and investment flow changes 
in the volume from abroad in the period, one year before the liberalization / one year 

after liberalization
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The countries’ experiences that liberalized capital  ows showed that, in the  rst years a� er opening the capital account, 
there was a massive capital in ow into the country, IMF (2012a), IMF (2013b), Hartwell (2014). This caused upward pressure 
on the recipient country currency, which was diffi  cult to withstand with the help of steriliza� on opera� ons via the central 
bank. As a result, the export compe� � veness decreased causing further deteriora� on of the balance of trade, and the prices 
of non-trading sectors grew unreasonably fast (boom in the real estate markets), as  well as domes� c credit, consump� on, 
and investment due to the in ow of funds from abroad, including short-term debt. This eventually led to the deteriora� on 
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With cyclical  uctua� ons in global markets, a sharp switch from capital in ows to ou� lows led to the downward pressure 
increased, prices fell in real estate markets, and the level of non-performing assets on the balance sheets of banks increased 
at an exorbitant pace. Depending on the scale of these processes, emerging countries saw temporary  nancial diffi  cul� es or 
entered a systemic crisis of balance of payments, banking sector crisis, and/or currency crisis. This required an adjustment of 
monetary and  scal policy and o� en the need to re-impose the capital movement restric� ons.

The accumulated experience of overcoming crisis consequences and the use of diff erent tools makes it possible to draw 
conclusions about the effi  ciency of various capital control policy measures that let regulators to avoid or reduce the nega� ve 
eff ects of vola� le capital  ows in developing countries.

* The growth trend is defined as the average real GDP growth for ten years after full liberalization.

Source: IMF (2013b).

On the negative side, the high pro-cyclicality of global capital movements leads to volatility of capital flows into and out of 
the country, and it also leads to more pronounced cyclical domestic economic processes - periods of growth and decline. Thus, 
for developing countries, if they are recipients of capital flows, it may exacerbate cyclical fluctuations and risks associated with 
them and will require appropriate and rapid correction of fiscal and monetary policy.

The countries’ experiences that liberalized capital flows showed that, in the first years after opening the capital account, 
there was a massive capital inflow into the country, IMF (2012a), IMF (2013b), Hartwell (2014). This caused upward pressure 
on the recipient country currency, which was difficult to withstand with the help of sterilization operations via the central 
bank. As a result, the export competitiveness decreased causing further deterioration of the balance of trade, and the prices 
of non-trading sectors grew unreasonably fast (boom in the real estate markets), as  well as domestic credit, consumption, 
and investment due to the inflow of funds from abroad, including short-term debt. This eventually led to the deterioration 
of macroeconomic indicators - the expansion of the current account deficit, increased inflationary pressures, a slowdown in 
the growth of GDP, and then reduced inflow or even outflow of foreign capital even in the absence of other negative factors.

With cyclical fluctuations in global markets, a sharp switch from capital inflows to outflows led to the downward pressure 
increased, prices fell in real estate markets, and the level of non-performing assets on the balance sheets of banks increased 
at an exorbitant pace. Depending on the scale of these processes, emerging countries saw temporary financial difficulties or 
entered a systemic crisis of balance of payments, banking sector crisis, and/or currency crisis. This required an adjustment of 
monetary and fiscal policy and often the need to re-impose the capital movement restrictions.

The accumulated experience of overcoming crisis consequences and the use of different tools makes it possible to draw 
conclusions about the efficiency of various capital control policy measures that let regulators to avoid or reduce the negative 
effects of volatile capital flows in developing countries.
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3.1. The nature of the capital movement management

In the process of financial liberalization, many developing countries practiced and still practice use of capital controls to 
reduce the negative effects of sharp capital inflow or outflow for their economies, (IMF, Annual Reports).

Administrative and market-oriented capital flow management tools

The use of capital flows management instruments depends on the causes and extent of problems that arise in the economy. 
There are two broad categories of capital movement restrictions, Klein (2012), Table 2:

1) administrative constraints (permits, prohibitions on certain transactions);

2) market-oriented or price-based control measures (such as taxation, reserve requirements, etc.).

Table 2. Examples of capital movement restrictions and examples of their use

Restricting capital outflows Restricting capital inflows

Administrative

The prohibition of repatriating divi-
dends 

Ukraine (2014-
2015), Malaysia 
(1998)

Limits to attract short-term capital by 
residents

Indonesia (2011)

Limitations (moratorium) on with-
drawal of deposits and purchase of FX 
in cash

Ukraine (2014-
2015), Argentina 
(1994, 2001)

A minimum holding period of domestic 
assets for resale on the balance sheet 

India, Indonesia 
(2011)

Mandatory sale of export proceeds Ukraine (1998, 
2014), Thailand 
(1997)

Requirement to obtain permission or reg-
istration of international borrowing con-
tracts 

Korea (2010), 
Cyprus, Ukraine

Holding period on transfers to non-
residents for proceeds from the sale of 
domestic assets

Iceland (2008) Restrictions on the maturity of debt bor-
rowings

India, Ukraine 
(2008)

Minimum lock-in period for foreign 
capital 

Chile (1990s), India

Delay on converting non-resident in-
come from the sale of domestic assets 
(from 5 days to 12 months)

Ukraine (2008), 
Malaysia (1998)

Prohibition on the conversion of as-
sets denominated in local currency

Iceland (2008)

Market oriented (price-based)

Taxing the sale of securities by non-
residents 

Malaysia (1998) Taxation of interest income and income 
from the sale of domestic securities by 
non-residents

Korea (2011), 
Thailand (2010)

Multiple exchange rates Argentina (2002-
2013), Venezuela 
(2003-2015)

Reservation of short-term capital inflows 
in separate accounts in the Central Bank

Chile (1990s), 
Slovenia (1995-
99)

Taxation of portfolio investments and in-
flow of debt capital

Brazil (2009)

Sources: IMF, NBU, Center for Economic Strategy.
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Usually administrative restrictions are less transparent, more discretionary (they are given at the discretion of the official 
who makes decisions), and more distorting for activities of economic agents, while market-oriented restrictions call rather for 
non-stimulation of certain transactions, increasing their cost and not fully banning them, and they are transparent, clear, and 
binding rules of the game under which the market works.

The duration of capital controls application

Prolonged use of a capital control policy in most cases is considered as the one that has a negative impact on the economy, 
IMF (2012a), Klein (2012), Saborowski, Sanya, Weisfeld, Yepez (2014). In particular, it reduces the financial markets’ discipline 
and control of public finances, narrows the scope for financing investment projects, and reduces the opportunities for resi-
dents to diversify their assets that negatively affects economic growth. There are also government costs related to monitoring 
and control of compliance with foreign exchange regulations and other restrictions. The existence of restrictions indirectly 
encourages economic agents towards rent-seeking behavior and corruption in order to be able to evade them. Thus, prolonged 
use of capital controls is counterproductive since they force the regulator to modify its rules constantly in order to keep the 
cross-border transactions under control that constantly increases costs for the state and economic agents. 

A debatable exception in this regard is China, where the cross-border movement of capital was limited for a long time and 
that has not prevented its economy to grow. Capital controls in China were bypassed as described by Ma and McCauley (2007) 
thanks to the parallel existence of broad "offshore" and "onshore" currency markets, and from 2009 to 2014 the major prob-
lem was to control inflows rather than capital outflows, which reversed only in 2015. Current trends in the Chinese economy 
and stock market still need to be studied in terms of the effectiveness and appropriateness of capital control mechanisms that 
were applied by the government over time. But in any case, the China example for Ukraine is less relevant than the examples 
of smaller countries (Poland, Iceland, Asian countries) as it relates to small open economies.

As Krugman (1998) formulated, for capital controls to become an effective tool in overcoming the crisis, and not become a 
cause of economic stagnation, structural deformation, lack of foreign investment flows, and more funds in the informal sector, 
their limitations should be:

■ to be aimed to disrupt ordinary businesses as little as possible; 

■ to be regarded as temporary measures, designed to win breathing room for economic recovery, not as per-
manent practice; 

■ to not use them to protect overvalued currency, they should not evolve from a temporary defense against 
speculations into a permanent system of protectionism; and 

■ to serve as an aid to reform, not an alternative.

3.2. Prerequisites for the complete removal of capital flows restrictions

Given the lessons of the global financial crisis, the IMF currently does not recommend implementing measures to fully open 
capital accounts for countries that have not reached a certain level of domestic financial sector development and institutional 
capacity. International experience shows that liberalization of capital movements is more likely to be successful in the case of 
prudent fiscal, monetary, and exchange rate policy, IMF (2012a), Arvai (2005). Flexible exchange rates can help smooth out 
shocks from volatility in capital flows to the real economy, IMF (2012b). 

According to the IMF recommendations that were developed based on member countries’ experiences, IMF (2012a), IMF 
(2012b), which introduced measures liberalizing capital accounts, the prerequsities for the full and complete removal of capital 
movement restrictions are as follows:

■ sustainable economic growth;

■ low inflation and high exchange rate flexibility;

■ an adequate level of international reserves;

■ a significant proportion of FDI and equity capital in the composition of capital inflows;

■ an adequate level of financial sector development;

■ high standards of prudential supervision and regulation;

■ a positive perception by investors of the quality of governance and institutions in the country; and

■ fully liberalized current account.
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3.3. The sequence of steps to liberalize the capital account

Economic thought is unequivocal about the falsity of the idea of an instantaneous liberalization of capital flows, even with 
the implementation of the above prerequisites.

Based different countries’ experiences, the IMF recommends following a certain sequence in removing restrictions on capital 
movement to reduce the negative effects of the high volatility of international capital, IMF (2012b), Figure 3.

Figure 3. A generalized diagram of measures to liberalize capital
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3.4. Selec  ng the pace of capital account liberaliza  on 

The capital  ows liberaliza� on pace slowed in recent decades through repeated commencement of crises in diff erent coun-
tries. Many countries have introduced new or returned to previously used measures limi� ng cross-border capital movement 
in crisis episodes to reduce the nega� ve eff ects of the high vola� lity of capital  ows on their economies (Israel, La� n America, 
Iceland).

Experience, such as the immediate liberaliza� on in Israel in 1977, shows that the shock therapy without proper macro-
stability and developed  nancial markets can greatly deepen the crisis. IMF (2013b).

Israeli’s two a� empts of  nancial liberaliza� on
First a� empt of liberaliza� on, 1977, also called the "Big Bang"

■ Sudden onset and rapid progress
■ Instability of policies that worsened macroeconomic condi� ons
■ Financial markets were controlled by the regulator, there were no developed capital markets and 
money markets
■ Led to in a� on growth and capital  ight along with rapid devalua� on
■ Recognized as failed and dismantled in 1979

The second a� empt of liberaliza� on in 1987
■ Gradually, slowly implemented
■ Rela� vely stable, improved macroeconomic condi� ons
■ implemented against the background of macroeconomic reforms, disin a� on, gradual liberaliza� on 
of the exchange rate and deregula� on of the capital markets

Completed in 2005.
Source: IMF (2013b).  

Source: IMF (2012b). http://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2012/031312.pdf.

3.4. Selecting the pace of capital account liberalization 

The capital flows liberalization pace slowed in recent decades through repeated commencement of crises in different coun-
tries. Many countries have introduced new or returned to previously used measures limiting cross-border capital movement 
in crisis episodes to reduce the negative effects of the high volatility of capital flows on their economies (Israel, Latin America, 
Iceland).

Experience, such as the immediate liberalization in Israel in 1977, shows that the shock therapy without proper macro-
stability and developed financial markets can greatly deepen the crisis. IMF (2013b).

Israeli’s two attempts of financial liberalization

First attempt of liberalization, 1977, also called the "Big Bang"

■ Sudden onset and rapid progress

■ Instability of policies that worsened macroeconomic conditions

■ Financial markets were controlled by the regulator, there were no developed capital markets and 
money markets

■ Led to inflation growth and capital flight along with rapid devaluation

■ Recognized as failed and dismantled in 1979

The second attempt of liberalization in 1987

■ Gradually, slowly implemented

■ Relatively stable, improved macroeconomic conditions

■ implemented against the background of macroeconomic reforms, disinflation, gradual liberalization 
of the exchange rate and deregulation of the capital markets

Completed in 2005.

Source: IMF (2013b).  
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Now economists agree that liberalization must be conducted with no reference to dates and terms, but to the occurrence of 
certain events or stages of economic development, IMF (2013a), IMF (2012a), IMF (2012b).

International experience shows that the liberalization of capital movements is a lengthy process because it requires complex 
reforms and development of the market infrastructure. The time required for the necessary reforms in the country to create 
the conditions for safely opening the capital account depends on each country’s specifics, but even in industrialized countries 
this process was sometimes quite lengthy (for instance, liberalization of capital movements lasted 16 years in Japan), IMF 
(2013b).

Among developing countries over the past decade, there are many examples of rapid financial liberalization, after which 
crises happened. Relatively painless (within 7-10 years) capital flows liberalization was conducted in Central and Eastern Eu-
ropean countries, Arvai (2005), probably due to their success with the European integration process and the support from 
the European Union. As to the opening of capital accounts, countries such as Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, and Slovenia 
already had well developed financial sectors and institutions and were recipients of large amounts of FDI. Among Central and 
Eastern Europe countries, the liberalization process took course relatively quickly in the Czech Republic: the main measures 
were implemented during 1993-1995 and the final opening of the capital account ended in 2001, Arvai (2005). During this pe-
riod, the Czech Republic has endured one crisis episode, it was the currency crisis of 1997, which provoked the departure from 
a fixed exchange rate policy. The pace of financial liberalization in Poland was longer and more gradual than in neighboring 
countries (lasted 16 years), but the country managed to avoid crisis episodes and did not have to re-impose restrictions that 
had been taken earlier , Arvai (2005) Kokoszczyñski (2001) (see the Polish Experience section).

In Iceland, capital liberalization movements in the absence of appropriate prudential regulation and capital inflows restric-
tions exceeded the absorptive capacity of the economy and this led to a deep crisis, which triggered by a global crisis in 2008, 
Ostaszewski (2013), IMF (2015). Resorting to capital restrictions practice in Iceland was a necessary step on the part of authori-
ties to gain control and manage the macro-financial stability. (See the Iceland Experience section).

Examples of successful and unsuccessful processes of liberalizing capital flows and the use of restrictions during the Asian 
crisis are Malaysia and Thailand, respectively. An integrated approach has helped Malaysia to confront the global financial crisis 
with fewer losses than in Thailand (see the Thailand and Malaysia Experience section).

The process of capital account liberalization in Korea in the last decade is consistent with the generally recognized integrated 
approach when lifting restrictions has been accompanied by prudent macroeconomic policies, IMF (2012).

Polish Experience

Background

Public policy: the public policy was shaped in the 1990s, after the collapse of the Soviet Union when Poland was going 
through a period of transformation from a planned to a market economy. At the beginning of transformation, the country suf-
fered from hyperinflation. Part of the stabilization program after a major devaluation was linking the fixed exchange rate to the 
dollar, Kokoszczyñski (2001). In 1991, with a growing proportion of developed economies in its foreign trade structure, Poland 
abandoned the fixed exchange rate by switching to a crawling peg regime based on a basket of currencies. In 1994, due to im-
proved balance of trade and capital inflows associated with privatization, partial convertibility of the Polish zloty became pos-
sible, first in the currency band regime (crawling band) and then a move to a flexible exchange rate. This lead to the country's 
foreign exchange market development, along with it came the stock market as a result of privatization. All important indicators 
(interest rates, exchange rates, credit limit) were rigidly controlled, Kattel, Kregel and Tonveronachi (ed.) (2016).

Financial sector: The rehabilitation of the financial system held together with tectonic transformation processes in the 
economy. In the early 1990s, the financial sector consisted mainly of banks; besides them, there was only one state insurance 
company. Thus, Poland had to build its financial system from scratch.

Economic growth: In 1990, the first post-Soviet Polish government introduced the "Program of economic transformation," 
designed to stabilize the economy and implement structural reforms as the first steps on the way from a planned to a market 
economy.
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The transformation process

First stage. Reconstruction of the financial system and its regulation. The large-scale financial system transformation in 
Poland began in 1989 and lasted until the late 1990s. Parliament passed the Banking Act and the Act of the National Bank 
of Poland, thus forming a two-tier financial system, and commercial banks appeared. Removal of restrictions on the foreign 
banks’ activities also refers to the earlier transformation time and licensing conditions for new banks were simple. In 1991 the 
country already had 72 commercial banks. Many of them were European and actively participated in the privatization process, 
thus establishing an economic ties with the EU even without formal entry into the Union.

Second stage. Formal integration. Poland’s formal integration with the European Union and the country's implementation 
of the changes to the regulation of financial markets demanded by the OECD included the creation of an entirely new regula-
tion package that Poland simply adapted over time using existing EU regulations. In 1997, amendments were made to basic 
legislation and regulation of the financial sector in Poland, fully consistent with EU guidelines. Small differences that remained 
were eliminated in 2004. The new Foreign Exchange Act of 2002 lifted the most restrictions on the capital movement with EU 
countries and the OECD member countries. Polish residents were free to invest in the capital markets of these countries, hold 
accounts in foreign banks, and invest funds in such accounts. This had not led to economic disaster. The temporary capital 
outflows on portfolio transactions in equities, which was observed in 2001-2003 (-0.2% to -0.4% of GDP), changed to inflows in 
2004-2005 in the amount of 0.4%-0.7% of GDP, and the capitalization of the domestic stock market almost tripled from 13.7% 
of GDP in 2001 to 30.9% of GDP in 2005.

The third stage. Continued liberalization. Since 2007, Poland mostly continued its adjustment to EU standards, particularly 
by liberalizing investment funds’ operations and debt regulation. Restrictions on foreign exchange settlements between resi-
dents in the country had not been withdrawn. In 2010, Poland implemented investors’ protection legislation (requirements of 
the European Directive Markets in Financial Instruments Directive), particularly in terms of the detail and quality of informa-
tion on the tools and terms of financial services, evaluation of the consumer’s understanding of the product, and verification 
of the risks related to investor’s skills and product knowledge.

Conclusions

With legislation being gradually brought in line with European directives and liberalization of capital movements, Poland 
managed to integrate into the global financial system, avoiding significant crises related to capital outflows. Even during the 
crisis of 2008, no financial institution went bankrupt, and NPLs remained at more or less controlled level. The main reasons for 
the success of such a policy were strong prudential regulation and supervision of the financial services market, and the regula-
tor’s flexible response to internal and external challenges (changing the capitalization requirements, making the act of state 
guarantees in the recapitalization of financial institutions, many formal recommendations for the management of credit and 
currency the risk of work with derivatives, etc.).

Sources: IMF (2013b), Kokoszczyñski (2001), Kattel, Kregel and Tonveronachi (ed.) (2016).

Iceland Experience

Background

Public policy: Since 1980, the Icelandic government took a course on liberalization, deregulation, and reduction of intervention 
in the state’s economy. During the 1990s, the central bank moved to inflation targeting, fully implemented in 2001, and a floating 
exchange rate. At the same time, Iceland joined the European Economic Area and legally declared free capital movement.

Financial sector: In 2003, privatization of the country's three largest banks was completed and the government began to 
provide its guarantees for mortgage loans. This led to a credit boom. At the same time, interest rates higher than the average 
European level made appealing investments to the Icelandic currency and derivative instruments for non-residents. Given the 
fully liberalized movement of capital, banks had virtually uncontrolled access to foreign borrowings and channeled them to 
both the domestic market and high-yield foreign assets. Rapid development of the credit market was inconsistent with the 
level of economic development, and Icelandic banks, using leverage, increased their total assets to as much as 1000% of GDP 
as of 2007.

Economic growth: The Icelandic economy grew (cumulatively +25% during 2003-2007) due to a carry-trade currency specu-
lation scheme, high interest rates of the Central Bank, and strengthening of the national currency against the background of 
prevailing capital inflows. This led to an accumulation of excessive private sector debt (corporate sector debt as of 2008 ac-
counted for 308% of GDP) and a significant dependence on foreign financing.
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Crisis

First stage. The crisis development. With the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy and the collapse of world stock markets, rapid 
capital outflow began. The domestic price of financial assets and real estate collapsed and the opportunity to refinance 
debt disappeared. As a result, Icelandic banks lost liquidity and banking sector collapsed. This caused panic in the financial 
markets and a new significant capital outflow resulted in a balance of payments deficit and the depreciation of the Icelandic 
krona.

Second stage. Soft regulation. In an attempt to resolve the situation, the government was forced to nationalize the three 
largest banks. But since Iceland declared free capital movement by law, the central bank did not have sufficient powers to 
resolve the situation. The central bank raised interest rates to 18%, but it did not help and capital flight continued. The govern-
ment signed an agreement with the IMF for the period of 2008-2011.

The third stage. Administrative restrictions. To introduce additional restrictions on capital movement Iceland had to legally 
empower the Central Bank to manage the capital flows. The first restrictions on capital flows imposed by the Central Bank in 
November 2008 prohibited or significantly limited any cross-border movement of capital not related to international trade. The 
restrictions had immediate effect; in the same quarter (in IV quarter 2008), the capital outflow almost completely stopped and 
the exchange rate stabilized (Figure 4).

The fourth stage. "Crackdown". Since economic agents eventually found opportunities to bypass restrictions, the regulator 
had to review them in 2009 and 2011, mainly in the direction of strengthening regulation. Partial exceptions were made for 
public institutions or companies, and those companies where the state had a significant stake. Nevertheless, during the time 
when capital flows restrictions were in force, up to one third of the failed banks’ assets flew out of the country via various 
channels.

The fifth stage. Stagnation. The above restrictions on capital movement, established in November-December 2008, are still 
in force today. According to Iceland’s Ministry of Finance, maintenance of restrictions on the capital movement costs the Ice-
landic economy 2-3% of annual GDP growth. In September 2009, the first program for financial liberalization was presented, 
but it did not receive adequate support and was not implemented, so another program was presented in March 2011.

Figure 4. Payments dynamics and the capital movement restrictions in Iceland
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The sixth stage. The liberaliza  on. Thus, most of restric� ons existed un� l 2015. During this � me, the balance of payments 
has stabilized, the country started with a surplus for the third consecu� ve year (in 2014 the surplus was US$ 1.45 billion), and 
GDP started to grow in 2011. In 2015, a liberaliza� on program was adopted. The total amount of funds that would be with-
drawn, in case of simultaneous restric� ons li� ing, according to the Iceland Ministry of Finance is more than 1.7 trillion euros 
(~US$ 12 billion, 70% of GDP), IMF (2012а). Assets on US$ 9 billion (52% of GDP) could be withdrawn from the country im-
mediately in the case of full  nancial liberaliza� on and thereby disrupt the macroeconomic stability, triggering a panic on the 
currency market. Because of this risk, the Ministry of Finance decided to de ne the following groups of assets:

Source: according to the Iceland Central Bank.

The sixth stage. The liberalization. Thus, most of restrictions existed until 2015. During this time, the balance of payments 
has stabilized, the country started with a surplus for the third consecutive year (in 2014 the surplus was US$ 1.45 billion), and 
GDP started to grow in 2011. In 2015, a liberalization program was adopted. The total amount of funds that would be with-
drawn, in case of simultaneous restrictions lifting, according to the Iceland Ministry of Finance is more than 1.7 trillion euros 
(~US$ 12 billion, 70% of GDP), IMF (2012а). Assets on US$ 9 billion (52% of GDP) could be withdrawn from the country im-
mediately in the case of full financial liberalization and thereby disrupt the macroeconomic stability, triggering a panic on the 
currency market. Because of this risk, the Ministry of Finance decided to define the following groups of assets:
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■ money for depositors of failed banks denominated in krona ─ (~US$ 3.5 billion, 20% of GDP);

■ money for resident depositors of failed banks denominated in FX - (~US$ 2.8 billion, 16.5% of GDP);

■ money for financial instruments of non-residents denominated in krona - (US$ ~2.1 billion, 12.4% of GDP).

For each of these groups, its own liberalization strategy was developed, designed to smooth the maximum impact on the 
macroeconomic situation. Of course, the future financial flows are not limited to the groups mentioned above and therefore, 
with increased financial freedom in Iceland, the Central Bank will have to modify prudential supervision and authorize invest-
ments in order to avoid repeating of the crisis.

Conclusions

Against the background of capital account liberalization with inadequate levels of prudential supervision and institutional 
constraints of the regulator (superimposed by signed international agreements), Iceland faced considerable economic difficul-
ties, the effects of which the country has yet to break. After 7 years, severe restrictions on capital movement remain in place 
concerning almost all aspects of international capital flows. Now, the Icelandic government has created a roadmap for the 
gradual lifting of restrictions on capital movement, clearly defining key asset groups and individual policies for each of them. In 
the plans of the government and the central bank, strengthening prudential supervision in order to prevent similar situations 
in the future holds a special place.

Sources: Ostaszewski (2013), IMF (2015), Capital Account Liberalization Strategy. (2015), Central Bank of Iceland (2011).

The Thailand and Malaysia experience

Background

Economic growth: The Thai economy rapidly evolved over 1980-90, with an average growth rate of 7.6% per year. In total, 
from 1980 to 1996, the GDP of Thailand increased 3.9 times. Due to low labor costs, the country's exports had a significant 
competitive advantage and was rapidly growing. The main factors that determined the inflow of foreign investment were 
the recession in the US and the low US Federal Reserve interest rates, which caused investment flows from the United States 
abroad. Thailand at this time was attractive for investments because of the central bank’s high interest rates (13% in 1995), the 
currency pegged to the dollar, and liberalized capital movements.

Public policy: Since 1993 the Thailand Bank decided to develop the Thai financial system as a regional financial center. A key 
role in this process was to be played by a system of offshore banks institutions (Bangkok International Banking Facilities, or 
BIBFs). In 1994, exchange controls were loosened and transfers abroad eased (investments and loans). Interest rates remained 
high and the currency was pegged to the dollar.

Financial sector: The basic scheme of a licensed BIBF was to attract foreign funds for lending to residents (out-in operation) and 
non-residents (out-out transactions). The lack of business transparency, weak bank supervision, too low capital requirements, 
and inadequate bankruptcy procedures encouraged unscrupulous practices by banks. Combined with low-cost loans, it led to 
buying into the low-quality assets and to specultaions, especially in real estate sector, where investments were protected by the 
government.

Crisis

First stage. The crisis development. When the US Federal Reserve interest rates began rising with the subsequent strength-
ening of the dollar, the capital flows reversed (from South-East Asia to the US). For Asian currencies linked to the dollar, the 
higher value of the dollar meant reducing export competitiveness in global markets and balance of payments problems.

Second stage. Soft regulation, market practices. Since December 1996, increased pressure on the national currency forced 
the central bank to raise interest rates from 5% to 9%; it partly prevented a capital flight and the BoT has started its foreign 
exchange interventions to keep the baht’s fixed rate still.

The third stage. Administrative restrictions. But in May 1997, in the face of speculative attacks on the currency, the Bank 
of Thailand introduced restrictions on most of direct cross-border currency transactions, except for international trade and 
investments. A two-tier foreign exchange market was created, with the fixed rate used for trading and the remaining transac-
tions carried out at the market rate. This did not stop capital flight, but sharply reduced the liquidity of the financial system. The 
pressure on the national currency was not reduced, so the central bank continued to intervene, and, in 1996-1997, Thailand's 
international reserves declined from USD 38.6 billion to USD 26.8 billion, or 34% to 25% of external debt.
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The fourth stage. Liberalization of the exchange rate. After 2 June 1997, Thailand's central bank introduced a floating ex-
change rate of the Thai baht, which led to a significant depreciation, further increasing pressure and deepening the debt crisis. 
Low confidence, uncertainty and panic because of capital movement restrictions only increased outflows, despite the fact 
that short-term interest rates were risen to over 20%. The collapse of one of the largest financial corporations in the country, 
Finance One, caused more panic among investors. The banking sector, especially BIBFs, boosted the amplitude of the financial 
crisis. Commercial banks recorded a net capital outflow of USD 4.7 billion in 1997 and USD 4.3 billion in 1998, at the same time, 
USD 1.7 billion were withdrawn through BIBFs in 1997 and USD 9.6 billion in 1998 (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Payments dynamics and restrictions on capital movement in Thailand
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that short-term interest rates were risen to over 20%. The collapse of one of the largest  nancial corpora� ons in the country, 
Finance One, caused more panic among investors. The banking sector, especially BIBFs, boosted the amplitude of the  nancial 
crisis. Commercial banks recorded a net capital ou� low of USD 4.7 billion in 1997 and USD 4.3 billion in 1998, at the same � me, 
USD 1.7 billion were withdrawn through BIBFs in 1997 and USD 9.6 billion in 1998 (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Payments dynamics and restric  ons on capital movement in Thailand
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The   h stage. Elimina  on of restric  ons. The Bank of Thailand, entering into USD 3.9 billion IMF stand-by program signed 
20 August 1997, abolished the dual exchange rate regime prac� ce and the rest of its limita� ons in early 1998. Subsequently, 
the central bank increased reserve requirements and strengthened regula� ons on assets’ classi ca� on, then required banks to 
reserve at least 20% of lending value for each repor� ng period and fully maintain this level of reserves un� l 2000. It created a 
favorable founda� on for further growth and the compe� � ve posi� ons of exports strengthened due to the deprecia� on.

Conclusions

Unlike other countries in the region, Thailand failed to prevent a crisis. According to some Thai offi  cials, restric� ons intro-
duced on capital movement only deepened the problem. Scien� sts agree that the restric� ons on capital  ows were introduced 
too late and were quite complex, so, rather than producing the desired eff ect, they caused panic and accelerated the with-
drawal of capital.

It is widely recognized that weak supervision of banks and  nancial corpora� ons and excessive leverage were key reasons for 
the economy’s rapid collapse a� er the introduc� on of the  oa� ng exchange rate regime.

The Thailand experience is frequently contrasted with Malaysia’s prac� ce. These countries are similar in terms of economic 
development, structure of their economies and  nancial sectors, they faced similar external problems (generated by unfavora-
ble economic condi� ons), and internal problems. But, unlike Thailand, Malaysia’s an� -crisis policy was much more effi  cient and 
appeared able to prevent the ou� low of capital and a signi cant economic downturn. The Malaysian system of restric� ons on 
capital  ows leveled any poten� al gains from specula� on in the na� onal currency. The Central bank regained control of capital 
ou� lows through early responses to poten� al threats and  oa� ng the currency (rynnhita) that le�  no signi cant bene t for 
currency speculators, as was the case in Thailand where the central bank was trying to maintain the rate. Malaysia was more 
fortunate during the moment of crisis; it started later than Thailand and its exit out of the crisis coincided with the economic 
recovery in other countries of the region.

The main objec� ves of the capital controls system, implemented by the Malaysia Government, were:

■ to negate any poten� al bene ts of specula� on in the na� onal currency;

Source: according to the Bank of Thailand.

The fifth stage. Elimination of restrictions. The Bank of Thailand, entering into USD 3.9 billion IMF stand-by program signed 
20 August 1997, abolished the dual exchange rate regime practice and the rest of its limitations in early 1998. Subsequently, 
the central bank increased reserve requirements and strengthened regulations on assets’ classification, then required banks to 
reserve at least 20% of lending value for each reporting period and fully maintain this level of reserves until 2000. It created a 
favorable foundation for further growth and the competitive positions of exports strengthened due to the depreciation.

Conclusions

Unlike other countries in the region, Thailand failed to prevent a crisis. According to some Thai officials, restrictions intro-
duced on capital movement only deepened the problem. Scientists agree that the restrictions on capital flows were introduced 
too late and were quite complex, so, rather than producing the desired effect, they caused panic and accelerated the with-
drawal of capital.

It is widely recognized that weak supervision of banks and financial corporations and excessive leverage were key reasons for 
the economy’s rapid collapse after the introduction of the floating exchange rate regime.

The Thailand experience is frequently contrasted with Malaysia’s practice. These countries are similar in terms of economic 
development, structure of their economies and financial sectors, they faced similar external problems (generated by unfavora-
ble economic conditions), and internal problems. But, unlike Thailand, Malaysia’s anti-crisis policy was much more efficient and 
appeared able to prevent the outflow of capital and a significant economic downturn. The Malaysian system of restrictions on 
capital flows leveled any potential gains from speculation in the national currency. The Central bank regained control of capital 
outflows through early responses to potential threats and floating the currency (rynnhita) that left no significant benefit for 
currency speculators, as was the case in Thailand where the central bank was trying to maintain the rate. Malaysia was more 
fortunate during the moment of crisis; it started later than Thailand and its exit out of the crisis coincided with the economic 
recovery in other countries of the region.

The main objectives of the capital controls system, implemented by the Malaysia Government, were:

■ to negate any potential benefits of speculation in the national currency;
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■ to eliminate the offshore rynnhita market and dual exchange rates:

■ to increase monetary autonomy policy; and

■ to insulate the economy from the effects of further deterioration of global financial conditions.

To achieve the goal of completely blocking all cross-border financial transactions, except for trade, Malaysia implemented 
mandatory sale requirement of foreign currency. Foreign exchange transactions could have taken place only with the permis-
sion of the government, for which it was necessary to establish the nature of the trading transaction or that the funds were 
direct investments.

The main difference between the results of capital controls policy in Thailand and Malaysia were:

■ Thailand suffered because of speculative attacks and imposed restrictions on capital movement as a defense 
mechanism to support the currency. Malaysia, instead, didn't suffer from the extraordinary speculative pres-
sures because, at that time, the exchange rate had not been fixed;

■ Restrictions on the capital movement in Malaysia were very broad and intended to destroy all loopholes for 
the withdrawal of currency. Instead, the restrictions imposed by Thailand, at least in retrospect, were not broad-
based. In particular, significant opportunities remained to withdraw currency through BIBFs, there was no ad-
justment to properly control fictitious foreign transactions, the possibility to withdraw capital through securities 
and the stock market was not offset; and

■ Thailand used restrictions in the midst of the crisis, while the government of Malaysia had introduced it on 
early stage when financial markets had just begun to decline. The important point here is the last fact. This 
difference between the moments of restrictions’ imposition could be the key factor in explaining the negative 
results of control policy of the Thai capital movement.

Source: Bank of Thailand (2009); Lauridsen (1998), Jongwanich, Socorro Gochoco-Bautista, Lee (2011), Watanabe, Akama, 
Mifune (2002), Hali, Edison, Reinhart (2000).

4. Conclusions
International experience shows that long-term use of capital control policies have negative consequences for the economy 

by distorting market conditions and changing the incentives of market participants. Moreover, maintaining such a policy in-
creases government's administrative costs.

Ukraine, whose economy needs major investment resources for development, has the potential to benefit from full financial 
liberalization. Given the current level of Ukraine’s integration into the global economic system and the need to attract large 
amounts of investment for structural modernization, full liberalization of capital flows is a welcome result of market reforms 
leading to fully realizing the country’s economic potential. In addition, liberalization of capital movement is consistent with the 
Ukraine's strategic goal of integrating into the EU.

The full liberalization can be reached at different pace depending on the necessary prerequisites. The experience of other 
countries that liberalized capital movements and IMF precautions should be taken into account. In particular, liberalization is 
more likely to be successful if it is carried out with closely-coordinated fiscal, monetary, and exchange rate policies while car-
rying out reforms that enhance the capacity of markets and institutions. It is also important to promote prudential supervision 
and risk management in the banking system.

International experience also shows that the liberalization policy should be carried out carefully, making it possible for the 
economic agents to adapt and to implement market reforms. Thus, it is recommended to gradually open access to various 
capital flows, classifying them as more or less risky for the economy. This liberalization can be quite a lengthy process. Thus, 
even in Europe full liberalization took place for over 10 years from the beginning of changes.
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ABsTRACT

The article explores the possibilities to use Business Outlook Survey results, which are carried out by the National Bank 
of Ukraine, for the short-term forecasting of economic development indicators, in particular, the Gross Domestic Product 
of Ukraine. The different methods of building of the leading index of economic development, their advantages, and their 
restrictions are examined. The choice of the best index, which provides for the higher accuracy of forecasting the GDP, is carried 
out with the use of econometric models. 
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І. INTRODUCTION 
The generally acknowledged world practice is the use of survey results of economic agents (including enterprises) concern-

ing the future expectations of economic development for the forecasting of the main macroeconomic variables, such as eco-
nomic activities, consumption, investments, industrial production, employment, etc.

Usually the expectations are qualitative, that is, non-quantitative data, which characterize the personal assessment by en-
terprises of their current and forecasted business activity. The questions may concern a wide range of information regarding 
enterprises activities, flexibly adapt to the analytical needs of the survey’s customers, and include information that official 
statistics do not contain. The main advantage of surveys is that their results usually precede the publication of actual statistical 
data, which creates the possibility to make a preliminary assessment, for example, of such an indicator as the Gross Domestic 
Product (hereinafter referred to as GDP).

For this purpose, the surveys are based on leading indicators of economic development in general and under different di-
rections – consumption, investments, demand, employment, etc. – for short-term assessments of economic development, in 
particular, for assessing turning points of economic cycle. The forecasting horizon may range from one quarter up to one year 
and depends on the questions’ horizon (for the next quarter or year). The expectations under separate questions or indica-
tors are aggregated as the balance of answers – the difference between the share of the respondents’ answers who expect 
the indicator to improve or grow, and the share of the respondents’ answers who expect the indicator to worsen or decrease. 
The aggregate index is the business expectation index and is based on the balances of expectations under several questions.

The most widespread are the following methods of index building:

■ With the help of definition of the medium or the average weighted value of the respondents’ balance of an-
swers;

■ With the help of the principle components method;

■ With the help of the factor analysis.

https://doi.org/10.26531/vnbu2016.235.043 © National Bank of Ukraine, 2016. All rights reserved
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The key problem of building the business expectation index is defining the list of indicators that shall be taken into account 
during its composition, and the choice of the most adequate methods of index composition. A large number of indicators 
complicates the possibilities for index building, and the artificial restriction increases the risk of non-accounting of the essential 
factors, which influence the dynamics of macroeconomic indicators.

The index example, which is calculated using the medium or the average weighted value of the surveys subjects’ assess-
ments, may be the Purchasing Managers’ Index, which is used in the Manufacturing ISM Report on Business (more commonly 
known as PMI ISM in the services sector, production sector, and business activities of the companies registered in New York). 
This is a composite index of three seasonally adjusted indicators with equal weights. Notwithstanding the sufficiently simple 
calculation methods, PMI ISM is a quite powerful indicator, which provides the possibility to assess the dynamics of economic 
development over a short-term period. The obvious advantage of this method is its simplicity; however, a significant risk of 
influence by subjective factors exists (weight values).

In its turn, the principle components method is also quite widespread and is used for the calculation of the Ifo Business 
Climate Index (Germany), the Purchasing Managers’ Index (the EU), the Synthetic Economic Barometer (Bank of Belgium), and 
Business Confidence (Reserve Bank of Australia), i.e., in countries where there are no shock transformations and the sharp 
changes in the economic activities conditions. According to Pichette (2012), the use of the principle components method pro-
vides the possibility to avoid subjectivity while choosing indicators, which are included into the index, and that is particularly 
important during calculation of the weights of the indicators, which are included into the index’s composition.

The National Bank of Ukraine (hereinafter referred to as the NBU) has carried out quarterly Business Outlook Survey since 
2006. Similar to other institutions that carry out surveys, the NBU calculates the aggregate index of the survey’s results – the 
Business Expectation Index (hereinafter referred to as the BEI), which is based on the enterprises expectations concerning 
the prospects of their development in the next 12 months, in particular, concerning the financial and economic conditions, 
volumes of products and services sales, investments, and employment. The BEI is calculated as the average value of the bal-
ances of answers. Based on the principles of index building, it must be a leading indicator of economic development with a 
one year interval, that is, to have the possibility to help in forecasting of GDP. Meanwhile, previous researches (Kolesnichenko, 
2010; Petryk & Kolesnichenko, 2012) certify that the BEI reflects mainly the current economic development. In particular, their 
calculations indicate on the presence of a significant direct relationship between the BEI and the GDP in the current quarter, 
and with an increase in the time lag, the relationship deteriorates. Therefore, the current methods of BEI calculation give 
contradictory results. However, even in such conditions the BEI can be used as the leading indicator of Ukrainian economic 
development, at least with a lag of one quarter in advance, because the previous assessment of the GDP is published by State 
Statistics Service of Ukraine (hereinafter referred to as the SSSU) 45 days after the end of the reported quarter, and their ex-
panded assessment after 90 days. Meanwhile, the BEI gives the possibility to carry out the assessment of the GDP already at 
the end of the current quarter.

The use of the principle components method for building an alternative leading indicator based on the Business Outlook Sur-
vey results, theoretically can improve the quality and increase the forecasting horizon of the GDP. This requires analysis of the 
interconnection between the index’s dynamics and the dynamics of real GDP and a comparison with the relationship between 
the GDP and the BEI. An important step will become the building and assessment of econometric models for the forecasting of 
GDP and its components with the use of the BEI and the index, built under the principle components method. This will allow 
for the possibility of reasoned choice the best model for nowcasting of GDP.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II contains a review of the literature devoted to the building of leading indicators 
under the Business Outlook Survey results and the assessment of the interconnection between such indicators and the actual 
indicators of economic development, in particular, GDP. Section ІІІ outlines the main characteristics of the Business Outlook 
Surveys, which are carried out by the NBU and cover aggregate index building by the principle components method and 
analysis of this index. Section ІV contains a comparative assessment of the interconnection between the GDP, the BEI and the 
index built under the principle components method. In the same section are models built for the forecasting of GDP and its 
components with the use of these indicators, as well as their assessment, which was made based on a reasoned choice of the 
best index for forecasting GDP over the short-term period. In the last section, the conclusions under the study results are given.

ІІ. LITERATURE REVIEW
In studies, where issues of use of Business Outlook Survey are examined for the assessment and forecasting of economic 

activities indicators (in particular, the dynamics of GDP), as a rule, three main tasks are resolved: 

1. Do we need to include the survey results as an additional index into the composition of a complex macroeco-
nomic model or build the model on the basis of only the business expectation index and assess its influence on 
the macroeconomic variables (for example,  GDP)?
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2. Is it appropriate to build an aggregate business expectation index? Will it really have a higher forecasting 
capability than the enterprises’ answers to separate questions, for example, concerning investments, sales vol-
umes, etc.?

3. What method of data aggregation is more appropriate in the context of its further use in the forecasting 
model?

On the issue of the use of the enterprises’ expectations results, a study was conducted by Dovern (2006), who assesses 
the influence of the business expectation indicators on the forecasting model of the real GDP of Germany (in the annual 
measurement and up to the previous quarter) and its components. As the business expectation indicators, Dovern chose the 
aggregated indicators, which are published monthly by the Institute of Economic Researches IFO (Germany), in particular, the 
business expectation index1 (IFO business expectation index). He comes to the conclusion that the inclusion of the aggregated 
indicators, which reflect business expectations results, significantly improves the characteristics of the forecasting model of 
changes in GDP compared with the previous quarter. However, when forecasting changes in GDP in annual terms, the inclusion 
of the business expectation indicators does not lead to improvement of the forecasting characteristics.

Bascos-Deveza (2011), according to the results of carrying out a correlative analysis, makes the conclusion concerning the 
presence of a high level of correlation between the business expectation index, which is actually the average weighted value 
of the balance of enterprises answers, and the growth rates of Real GDP in the Philippines. However, in her study the author 
merely states a higher correlation value between these indicators and does not give a qualitative assessment of the forecasting 
models of GDP growth rate.

While studying the strengthening of forecasting characteristics of macroeconomic models, Piette and Langenus (2014), using 
the National Bank of Belgium – BREL2 model as an example, received the same results. The authors prove that the inclusion of 
business expectation indicators into the model composition improves its statistical characteristics, which is particularly impor-
tant for the assessment of the GDP of the current quarter till the moment of publishing the actual statistical data.

A number of studies are devoted to the study of forecasting characteristics as separate indicators (the balance of answers) 
of enterprises’ business expectations, and the aggregated indicators under the survey’s results.

One of the first studies of this problem is the work of a research team from the National Institute of Economic Researches of 
Sweden (Stockholm) (Hansson, Jansson, and Löf, 2003), which is devoted to the possibility of forecasting the macroeconomic 
indicators of Sweden (mainly of real GDP) with the help of the business expectation indicators of the Swedish Business Ten-
dency Survey.3 The quality of forecasting properties of the business expectation index was received by way of a comparison of 
the results and the characteristics of three models:

а) a basic VAR-model, in which only the macroeconomic variables (employment level, short-term and long-term 
interest rates, level of salary, inflation, and exchange rate) were included;

б) a VAR-model, for which the variable was the business expectation index calculated according to a dynamic 
factor model (DFM);

в) a VAR-model, for which the variable was one of the standard indicators of economic activities - PMI.

The authors state that the qualitative results were received from the VAR-model containing the aggregated index calculated 
based on a DFM. Moreover, this model allows for the possibility of receiving qualitative forecasting of real GDP not only over 
the short-term (up to two quarters), but also over long-term periods (up to eight quarters).

The purpose of a study by Kabundi (2004) was defining the possibility of forecasting the Real GDP of France with the help of 
business expectation indicators, which are collected, processed, and published by the National Bureau of Statistics of France. 
For building an aggregated business expectation index like in the study of Hansson, Jansson, and Löf (2003), a factor dynamic 
model GDFM was chosen, with the help of which were defined the principle components for the composite business expecta-
tion index (COM). The author defined the correlation level between the composite index and the variable of the Real GDP of 
France in annual terms as 0.86. The forecasting characteristics of the COM business expectation index for GDP are assessed 
with the help of a comparison using a random walk model. The researcher concluded that the resulting indicator enables fore-
casting quarterly GDP for France with a rather high accuracy.

1 Reflects companies’ expectations in the field of production, construction, and trade for the next six months.
2 BRidge equations with predictors selected on the basis of an Elastic net procedure.
3 This survey is carried out by Swedish Bureau of Statistics.
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In their study, Greef and Nieuwenhuyze (2009) examined the benefits of an indicator of the National Bank of Belgium accord-
ing to Business Surveys results, which is actually the average weighted index. The authors state that in general it is sufficient to 
review only the weights of separate questions as part of the aggregated index’s composition. The use of other approaches, in 
particular the principle components method, is not reasonable because that method does not improve results and is difficult 
for society to understand.

Etter and Graff (2011) stress to the contrary the convenience of interpretation of the aggregated business expectation index, 
which is built with the help of the principle components method for the Peruvian economy. The researchers used this method 
for the construction of a leading composite indicator for the Peruvian economy based on business tendencies surveys, which 
are carried out by the National Reserve Bank of Peru. The authors are limited only by their statement of the correlative analysis 
results, which certifies the close relationship between the growing rates of Real GDP and the resulting indicator, which consti-
tutes 0.85. The forecasting assessments of GDP with the help of this indicator were not presented in the study.

Pichette and Rennison (2011) devoted a study to the issue of forecasting business activities indicators (the growth rates of 
Real GDP and investments) with the help of processing survey results concerning business expectations. For obtaining the ag-
gregated index concerning enterprises’ business expectations according to survey results of the Bank of Canada (Business Out-
look Survey, hereinafter referred to as BOS), the authors use the principle components method and justify the use of the first 
principle component use (PC1) as an effective indicator of economic activities, in particular, for the assessment of enterprises’ 
investment costs. This result is extremely important because it is usually difficult to forecast the change in the aforementioned 
index, and the number of indicators for its assessment is limited. This partially explains the fact that in the majority of other 
works (Hansson, Jansson, and Löf, 2003; Kabundi, 2004; and others), the main macroeconomic index is GDP. Additionally, Pi-
chette and Rennison concluded that the question concerning future sales volumes and investments into equipment contain 
useful information for the forecasting of Real GDP dynamics and investments in the real economy sector. These indicators’ 
inclusion into the correspondent forecasting models of GDP and its components (particularly investments) strengthens the 
forecasting accuracy and improves the model’s statistical assessments.

The next study by Pichette (2012) was devoted to the problem of choosing the most optimal methods for building the ag-
gregated index of enterprises’ business expectations. The author compares the forecasting characteristics of the aggregated 
indicators, which are built with the help of tree main methods, namely: simple average, the principle components method, and 
factor analysis. The resulting information is assessed with the help of regressive analysis. On the basis of comparing forecasting 
assessments from each model, the author makes the conclusion that all three approaches give the very similar results and have 
almost equal forecasting assessments.

Bec and Mogliani (2013) conducted a study on the issue of forecasting the real GDP of France with the help of separate 
business activity indicators. One of the tasks of this study was a results comparison for the forecasting of the quarterly GDP of 
France on the condition that only separate components of aggregated business expectation indicators were included into the 
linear regressive model’s composition. These components are published by the Bank of France, the National Bureau of Statis-
tics, and the Markit Purchasing Managers Index. The study also included a comparison of the results obtained from the model, 
whose structure included all components of aggregated indicators of the aforementioned business expectations surveys (Full-
information models). The results certify significantly more qualitative statistical characteristics of Full-information models, in 
particular, R^2 (adjusted) is equal to 0.89, while the model in which the separate indicators were used does not exceed 0.75. 
The RMSE value was also minimal for Full-information models, which gives grounds for making, among others, a conclusion 
about the reasonability of inclusion of indicators from survey results of different institutions (notwithstanding the number of 
questioned enterprises) into the composition of the forecasting model. 

Piette and Langenus (2014) came to the conclusion that the study’s results on the issue of business activity forecasting of 
Belgium do not give convincing arguments concerning the advantage of including aggregated indicators into the model’s indi-
cators. The authors state that the disaggregated data of enterprises’ answers are more informative and give more qualitative 
assessments in comparison to the aggregated indicators.

Summarizing the literature review, we can make the following conclusions. First, the inclusion of enterprises’ expectations 
results into a forecasting model of macroeconomic indicators (above all others is real GDP) is reasonable. Second, there is no 
common approach concerning the calculation methodology or components of such an index. This may be justified both by the 
peculiarities of the economic systems structure (for example, the importance of the services sphere for forecasting the GDP of 
Belgium, and hence the importance of the answers from this sector’s representatives). Simultaneously, none of the research-
ers received convincing arguments against the concept that an aggregated index, calculated according to complex methods 
(such as the principle components method or the factor dynamic model), has higher qualitative forecasting characteristics than 
the average weighted or even separate balances of answers.
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ІII. DATA, CALCULATIONS OF AGGREGATED INDICATORS, AND 
THEIR ANALYsIs 

The NBU carried out quarterly Business Outlook Survey since 2006. About 900 enterprises of the non-financial economic 
sector in 22 regions4 participate in survey, chosen so that they reflect the economic structure5 by regions and type of economic 
activity. The survey results are the enterprises assessments and expectations concerning the current situation and prospects 
for development (such as sales volumes, investments, employment), macroeconomic tendencies (in particular, inflation and 
exchange rate expectations), and the estimation of the links with the banking system of Ukraine (the needs for funding, credit 
conditions assessment, etc.).6

The main advantage of the survey is the receipt of information, which comes quicker, taking into account that the surveys are 
carried out in the middle of the quarter, or even absent in official statistics. This gives the grounds for using the survey results 
as a leading indicator, including for monetary policy decision-making. The other benefits of the survey results are their volun-
tariness and confidentiality. That is, we may expect that the survey results reflect a true assessment by the managers of both 
the situation of the enterprise and the economic environment. This gives the possibility to assess the conditions under which 
economic agents made decisions concerning their plans and not to make an adjustment for their possible shadow activities.

The information received under the survey results is transformed from qualitative information into quantitative data by 
calculating the net balance of answers. A growing balance of answers and a positive balance indicate positive changes in the 
economy, while a decreasing balance of answers and a negative balance indicates negative changes.

Since 2010, the NBU calculates the BEI concerning the prospects for enterprise development in the next 12 months. The 
results of the works of Kolesnichenko (2010) and Petryk & Kolesnichenko (2012) certify the presence of a significant direct 
correlation between the BEI and the GDP in the current quarter. However, these results are contradictory because these enter-
prises should provide forecasts of their development for a year after the survey’s date and do not reflect the current situation. 
But, even under such conditions, the BEI can be used as a leading indicator of the Ukrainian economy’s development, at least, 
for one quarter in advance, because the preliminary assessment of the GDP is published by the SSSU 45 days after the end of 
the reported quarter, and its expended  assessment after 90 days.

Transformation of survey results into quantitative indicators
The calculation of the net balance of answers on question i is made using the formula:

Aі =
 si

+ – si
– 

=ai
+ – ai

–, si

where Ai – is the balance of answers to question i, si
+ – is the amount of enterprises who answered that the index would 

improve/grow, si
– – is the amount of enterprises who answered that the index would worsen/decrease, si – is the total 

amount of enterprises who answered question i. Thus, ai
+ – is the share of enterprises expecting a growing index, and ai

–  – is 
the share of enterprises expecting a decreasing index (in percentage). 

The BEI is calculated as the average balance of expectations to questions concerning the prospects of the enterprise 
development in the next 12 months under the formula:
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But, even under such condi� ons, the BEI can be used as a leading indicator of the Ukrainian economy’s development, at least, 
for one quarter in advance, because the preliminary assessment of the GDP is published by the SSSU 45 days a� er the end of 
the reported quarter, and its expended  assessment a� er 90 days.
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Upon calculation of the BEI,  the balances of answers for the following questions are used:

1) How would you assess the financial and economic conditions of your enterprise in the next 12 months?

2) How will the total volume of products (services) sales of your enterprise change in the next 12 months?

3) How will the investments for building change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

4) How will the investments for machinery, equipment and  instruments change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

5) How will the number of employees change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

4 Except the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
5 The NBU uses quota sampling, which is formed proportionally to the region’s contribution and the concrete activity type in the production of the gross added value of 
Ukraine.
6 The survey methodology is explained in detail in the “Methodological Principles of Surveys Concerning the Business Outlook by the National Bank of Ukraine” at: http://
www.bank.gov.ua/doccatalog/document?id=76819

Upon calculation of the BEI,  the balances of answers for the following questions are used:
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2) How will the total volume of products (services) sales of your enterprise change in the next 12 months?

3) How will the investments for building change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

4) How will the investments for machinery, equipment and  instruments change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

5) How will the number of employees change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

4 Except the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Donetsk and Luhansk regions.
5 The NBU uses quota sampling, which is formed proportionally to the region’s contribution and the concrete activity type in the production of the gross added value of 
Ukraine.
6 The survey methodology is explained in detail in the “Methodological Principles of Surveys Concerning the Business Outlook by the National Bank of Ukraine” at: http://
www.bank.gov.ua/doccatalog/document?id=76819
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For composition the aggregated index using the principle components method based on  the survey’s results, the extended 
questions list (Table 1) was used in comparison with those use for calculating the BEI. According to the theoretical assumptions, 
all of these questions are characterized by a correlation with the economic activities in the country. All data are the quarterly 
results of the enterprises’ surveys for the period from the 2nd quarter of 2006 till the 3rd quarter of 2015.

Table 1. Questions used for calculating the index under the principle components method 

No. Question

А1 How would you assess the current financial and economic condition of your enterprise?

А2 How would you assess the financial and economic condition of your enterprise in the next 12 months?

А3 How will the total volumes of products (services) sales of your enterprise change in the next 12 months?

А4 How will the total volumes of products (services) sales of your enterprise change at the external market in the next 12 
months?

А5 What is the current level of inventory of finished goods in comparison with the desired level?

А6 Define the current capability of your enterprise to satisfy an unexpected demand (the availability of idle capacity)

А7 How will the investment for buildings  change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

А8 How will the investments for machinery and equipment change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

А9 How will the number of employees change at your enterprise in the next 12 months?

А10 How will unit costs at your enterprise change in the next 12 months?

А11 How will the need for borrowed money to finance your activities change in the next 12 months?

А12 How have the conditions for receiving financing from banks for your enterprise changed over the last three months?

А13 What are the enterprise’s plans with regard to obtaining loans?

The idea of the principle components method consists of reducing the dimensions of the input data matrix while provid-
ing maximum retention of information. The description of the calculation algorithm of the principle components is set out, 
in particular, at Stock and Watson (2002) and Pichette (2012). In general, the principle components aj [j=1… k] are the linear 
combination of the input variables xj (j = 1, …, n). One of this method’s peculiarities is the impairment of useful information 
with the components order, that is, it is actually reasonable to examine only the first several components (as a rule – not more 
than the first four).

In our case, the first three components describe about 84% of the actual value dynamics (Figure 1), which makes it reason-
able to focus only on their analysis according to Kaiser's Rule.

Figure 1. Contributions of principle components
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А11 How will the need for borrowed money to  nance your ac� vi� es change in the next 12 months?

А12 How have the condi� ons for receiving  nancing from banks for your enterprise changed over the last three months?

А13 What are the enterprise’s plans with regard to obtaining loans?

The idea of the principle components method consists of reducing the dimensions of the input data matrix while provid-
ing maximum reten� on of informa� on. The descrip� on of the calcula� on algorithm of the principle components is set out, 
in par� cular, at Stock J., Watson M. (2002) and Piche� e (2012). In general, the principle components aj [j=1… k] are the linear 
combina� on of the input variables xj (j = 1, …, n). One of this method’s peculiari� es is the impairment of useful informa� on 
with the components order, that is, it is actually reasonable to examine only the  rst several components (as a rule – not more 
than the  rst four).

In our case, the  rst three components describe about 84% of the actual value dynamics (Figure 1), which makes it reason-
able to focus only on their analysis according to Kaiser's Rule.
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The influence of each of the questions А1-А13 on the dynamics of principle components is using correspondent coefficients 
or weights (Table 2, Figure 2). Because each of the principle components is orthogonal (that is, perpendicular) to one another, 
the coefficients in each principle component change accordingly. An analysis of each component structure and the coefficients 
comprising a part of each of the three principle components shows the following.

Table 2. Coefficients values in the principle components structure

Indicators pc1 pc2 pc3

A7 0.378284 0.15514 0.029207

A8 0.374323 0.13509 0.041912

A9 0.373807 0.166187 0.049064

A2 0.346234 0.087475 0.116725

A3 0.345504 -0.25284 0.051414

A4 0.326348 -0.28299 0.052355

A1 0.300891 0.24508 0.119373

A13 0.236324 -0.3864 0.056431

A11 0.22871 -0.10799 -0.37935

A12 0.084745 0.506187 -0.05053

A10 0.000756 -0.00492 -0.73463

A6 -0.10368 0.494853 0.179853

A5 -0.12113 -0.23716 0.489953

Figure 2. Weights (coefficients) of questions А1–A13 in the composition of the first three 
principle components
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The first principle component (PC1) correlates with the majority of variables, which can be used for the assessment and 
forecasting of economic activities, in particular: 

-all forecasting estimates of enterprises’ management for one year: 

■ The change of the investments for building and equipment (А7 and А8);

■ The change of the number of employees (А9);

■ The change of the financial and economic conditions of the enterprise (А2);

■ The change of the total volumes sales (А3);

■ The change of the volumes sales in the external market (А4).

■ The assessment of the current financial and economic conditions of the enterprise (А1). 

From an economic point of view, such a structure of the first principle component is fully acceptable, because usually invest-
ments increase, employment rises, and sales volumes increases lead to a growth in economic activities (in particular, the GDP), 
and the current development of enterprises influences the assessment of future prospects.

Simultaneously, the influence of the change in crediting conditions is quite insignificant, which is explained both by the com-
plexity of enterprises’ access to credit resources for the last 7 years, and their high value. The negative influence on economic 
activities in the PC1 structure has the increase of idle capacity at the enterprise (А6) and the increase of volumes of inventories 
(А5), which is also considered as justified.

Taking into account the previously mentioned, the first principle component can be used as a leading indicator of economic 
activities.

Figure 3. РС1 and Real GDP Growth (y-o-y), %
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The  rst principle component (PC1) correlates with the majority of variables, which can be used for the assessment and 
forecas� ng of economic ac� vi� es, in par� cular: 

-all forecas� ng es� mates of enterprises’ management for one year: 
■ The change of the investments for building and equipment (А7 and А8);

■ The change of the number of employees (А9);

■ The change of the  nancial and economic condi� ons of the enterprise (А2);

■ The change of the total volumes sales (А3);

■ The change of the volumes sales in the external market (А4).

■ The assessment of the current  nancial and economic condi� ons of the enterprise (А1). 

From an economic point of view, such a structure of the  rst principle component is fully acceptable, because usually invest-
ments increase, employment rises, and sales volumes increases lead to a growth in economic ac� vi� es (in par� cular, the GDP), 
and the current development of enterprises in uences the assessment of future prospects.

Simultaneously, the in uence of the change in credi� ng condi� ons is quite insigni cant, which is explained both by the com-
plexity of enterprises’ access to credit resources for the last 7 years, and their high value. The nega� ve in uence on economic 
ac� vi� es in the PC1 structure has the increase of idle capacity at the enterprise (А6) and the increase of volumes of inventories 
(А5), which is also considered as jus�  ed.

Taking into account the previously men� oned, the  rst principle component can be used as a leading indicator of economic 
ac� vi� es.
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Source: NBU staff  es� mates under the survey results.

The structure of the second principle component (PC2) corresponds more to the task of assessing the in uence of the  nan-
cial condi� ons on economic ac� vity. Thus, the key factors in uencing this component’s value are the complexity of enterprises’ 
access to  nancing from banks (А12), that is, the rigidity of credit condi� ons, as well as the increase in idle capacity (А6).

The analysis of the PC2 dynamics (Figure 4), cer�  es that since the 3rd quarter of 2010 the credi� ng condi� ons almost do 
not in uence GDP dynamics and business ac� vi� es in Ukraine. Actually, started from this period, extremely unfavorable con-
di� ons for loans were formed, which have not changed up to today. Under such condi� ons, enterprises are not interested in 
borrowing to support and/or to s� mulate the development of their own ac� vi� es. Also of interest is the analysis of the balance 
of credit condi� ons and enterprises’ plans concerning obtaining loans during 2007-2009. A� er intensi ca� on of the  nancial 
and economic crisis in 2008, enterprises suff ered from signi cant problems related to the availability of credit resources, which 
were balanced by lower demand for these resources. So the PC2 value approximated to zero, because enterprises’ plans con-
cerning borrowing (А13) and the changes in expecta� ons of products sales volumes (А3 and А4) were leveled by the complex-
ity of access to banking resources (А12) and the capability to sa� sfy unexpected demand (А6).

Source: NBU staff estimates under the survey results.

The structure of the second principle component (PC2) corresponds more to the task of assessing the influence of the finan-
cial conditions on economic activity. Thus, the key factors influencing this component’s value are the complexity of enterprises’ 
access to financing from banks (А12), that is, the rigidity of credit conditions, as well as the increase in idle capacity (А6).

The analysis of the PC2 dynamics (Figure 4), certifies that since the 3rd quarter of 2010 the crediting conditions almost do 
not influence GDP dynamics and business activities in Ukraine. Actually, started from this period, extremely unfavorable con-
ditions for loans were formed, which have not changed up to today. Under such conditions, enterprises are not interested in 
borrowing to support and/or to stimulate the development of their own activities. Also of interest is the analysis of the balance 
of credit conditions and enterprises’ plans concerning obtaining loans during 2007-2009. After intensification of the financial 
and economic crisis in 2008, enterprises suffered from significant problems related to the availability of credit resources, which 
were balanced by lower demand for these resources. So the PC2 value approximated to zero, because enterprises’ plans con-
cerning borrowing (А13) and the changes in expectations of products sales volumes (А3 and А4) were leveled by the complex-
ity of access to banking resources (А12) and the capability to satisfy unexpected demand (А6).
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Figure 4. PC2 and Real GDP Growth (y-o-y), %
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Figure 4. PC2 and Real GDP Growth (y-o-y), %
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Source: NBU staff  es� mates under the survey results.

The key factors in uencing the third principle component value (PC3) are the change of the unit costs at enterprises in the 
next 12 months (А10) and the level of inventories (А5). The change of unit costs was included into the index composi� on with 
a nega� ve sign (Table 2), because growing costs may nega� vely in uence business ac� vity.

The analysis of the third principle component dynamics (PC3) and GDP (Figure 5) cer�  es that, before the 1st quarter of 
2014, enterprises’ expecta� ons concerning the increase of unit costs were neutral to economic ac� vity. Generally, this is typical 
for small commodity-oriented economies, where prices and demand for products are formed in external markets. The sharp 
devalua� on of the hryvnia exchange rate and the subsequent increase of a unit cost, combined with the simultaneous fall of 
world prices and demand for Ukrainian export products, formed the corresponding enterprises’ expecta� ons (the nega� ve 
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The key factors influencing the third principle component value (PC3) are the change of the unit costs at enterprises in the 
next 12 months (А10) and the level of inventories (А5). The change of unit costs was included into the index composition with 
a negative sign (Table 2), because growing costs may negatively influence business activity.

The analysis of the third principle component dynamics (PC3) and GDP (Figure 5) certifies that, before the 1st quarter of 
2014, enterprises’ expectations concerning the increase of unit costs were neutral to economic activity. Generally, this is typical 
for small commodity-oriented economies, where prices and demand for products are formed in external markets. The sharp 
devaluation of the hryvnia exchange rate and the subsequent increase of a unit cost, combined with the simultaneous fall of 
world prices and demand for Ukrainian export products, formed the corresponding enterprises’ expectations (the negative 
significant influence of unit cost, which was not compensated by other factors), which for the first time in the history of obser-
vations coincided with the GDP dynamics in the country.
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Figure 4. PC2 and Real GDP Growth (y-o-y), %
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The key factors in uencing the third principle component value (PC3) are the change of the unit costs at enterprises in the 
next 12 months (А10) and the level of inventories (А5). The change of unit costs was included into the index composi� on with 
a nega� ve sign (Table 2), because growing costs may nega� vely in uence business ac� vity.

The analysis of the third principle component dynamics (PC3) and GDP (Figure 5) cer�  es that, before the 1st quarter of 
2014, enterprises’ expecta� ons concerning the increase of unit costs were neutral to economic ac� vity. Generally, this is typical 
for small commodity-oriented economies, where prices and demand for products are formed in external markets. The sharp 
devalua� on of the hryvnia exchange rate and the subsequent increase of a unit cost, combined with the simultaneous fall of 
world prices and demand for Ukrainian export products, formed the corresponding enterprises’ expecta� ons (the nega� ve 
signi cant in uence of unit cost, which was not compensated by other factors), which for the  rst � me in the history of obser-
va� ons coincided with the GDP dynamics in the country.
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The greatest deviations between GDP dynamics and first three principle components are observed during the periods of 
the greatest crisis aggravation in Ukraine, that is, in the 4th quarter of 2008, the 1st quarter of 2009, and the 1st-2nd quarters 
of 2015. Typical for all periods is the overestimation of crisis influence by enterprises, which within stable periods provided 
enterprises expectations better than macroeconomic indicators (except 2013, when the expectations worsened quicker than 
the level of business activities decreased).

IV. UsE OF THE AGGREGATED INDICATORs TO FORECAsT GDP
To assess the forecasting power of the constructed PC1 indicator and its comparison with the BEI forecasting power, a cor-

relation analysis of these indicators and real GDP was carried out (Table 3). The closest relationship was found between the 
change of GDP and the BEI and PC1 in the current quarter. Therefore, the relationship between GDP and the BEI is somewhat 
better in comparison with the connection between the GDP and РС1. In addition, a closer correlation is observed between 
the BEI, РС1, and the change of GDP y-o-y (to the corresponding quarter of the previous year), which is connected with the 
12-month horizon of questions, thus, the seasonality has already been excluded from the survey results.

Table 3. Correlation Between BEI, PC1, and Real GDP Growth

Lag GDP (q-o-q, SA) GDP (y-o-y)

BEI РС1 BEI РС1

-4 0.1346 -0.0220 0.1020 -0.0444

-3 0.4587 0.3483 0.2702 0.1543

-2 0.6525 0.5588 0.4789 0.3857

-1 0.7350 0.6470 0.7289 0.6524

0 0.7103 0.6201 0.9105 0.8580

1 0.3248 0.2114 0.8344 0.7461

2 0.0024 -0.0841 0.5918 0.4881

3 -0.1130 -0.2552 0.3099 0.1772

4 -0.1847 -0.3628 0.0023 -0.1726

Figure 6. BEI, PC1, and Real GDP Growth (y-o-y), %
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Figure 7. BEI, PC1, and Real GDP Growth (q-o-q, SA), %
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The � ght rela� onship between the indicators of GDP, the BEI and РС1 gives the possibility of their use for nowcas� ng of 
economic development. For this purpose, we have built linear regression equa� ons for a diff erent set of indicators:

■ On the basis of GDP  (baseline for a forecast quality assessment7):

GDPt = c1 + α1 x  GDPt-1 + ԑt1 (1), 

■ On the basis of PC1:

GDPt = c2 + α2 x GDPt-1 + β2 x PC1t + ԑt2 (2), 

■ On the basis of the balance of answers concerning total sales volumes (BA):

GDPt = c3 + α3 x GDPt-1 + β3 x BAt + ԑt3 (3), 

■ On the basis of the BEI:

GDPt = c4 + α4 x GDPt-1 + β4 x  IDOt + ԑt4 (4). 

The next step was building the corresponding equa� ons for GDP components – the  nal consump� on expenditure (herein-
a� er referred to as consump� on) and the gross  xed capital forma� on (hereina� er referred to as investments) under the same 
principle. As the balance of answers for the equa� on (3) concerning consump� on uses the balance of answers related to total 
sales volumes, and for investments – the balance of answers concerning investments for building. The equa� ons were built 
separately for the diff erent values of GDP and its components: the changes compared with the corresponding quarter of the 
previous year (hereina� er y-o-y) and compare with the previous quarter, seasonally adjusted (hereina� er – q-o-q). In building 
PC1, the equa� ons were assessed for the period from the 2nd quarter of 2006 to the 3rd quarter of 2015.

The sta� s� cal characteris� cs for the basic equa� on (1) for GDP, investments, and consump� on both q-o-q and y-o-y (Table 
4) indicate a suffi  ciently weak capability of the AR(1) model. This means that the forecas� ng model strength must be increased 
by the inclusion of addi� onal variables, in par� cular, indicators that characterize the business expecta� ons.

7 Represents the autoregressive equation AR(1).

Source: NBU staff estimates under the survey results.

The tight relationship between the indicators of GDP, the BEI and РС1 gives the possibility of their use for nowcasting of 
economic development. For this purpose, we have built linear regression equations for a different set of indicators:

■ On the basis of GDP  (baseline for a forecast quality assessment)7:

GDPt = c1 + α1 x  GDPt-1 + εt1 (1), 

■ On the basis of PC1:

GDPt = c2 + α2 x GDPt-1 + β2 x PC1t + εt2 (2), 

■ On the basis of the balance of answers concerning total sales volumes (BA):

GDPt = c3 + α3 x GDPt-1 + β3 x BAt + εt3 (3), 

■ On the basis of the BEI:

GDPt = c4 + α4 x GDPt-1 + β4 x  IDOt +εt4 (4). 

The next step was building the corresponding equations for GDP components – the final consumption expenditure (herein-
after referred to as consumption) and the gross fixed capital formation (hereinafter referred to as investments) under the same 
principle. As the balance of answers for the equation (3) concerning consumption uses the balance of answers related to total 
sales volumes, and for investments – the balance of answers concerning investments for building. The equations were built 
separately for the different values of GDP and its components: the changes compared with the corresponding quarter of the 
previous year (hereinafter y-o-y) and compare with the previous quarter, seasonally adjusted (hereinafter – q-o-q). In building 
PC1, the equations were assessed for the period from the 2nd quarter of 2006 to the 3rd quarter of 2015.

The statistical characteristics for the basic equation (1) for GDP, investments, and consumption both q-o-q and y-o-y (Table 4) 
indicate a sufficiently weak capability of the AR(1) model. This means that the forecasting model strength must be increased 
by the inclusion of additional variables, in particular, indicators that characterize the business expectations.

7 Represents the autoregressive equation AR(1).
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Table 4. Statistical properties of the equations8

GDPt

q/q
GDPt

y/y
Invt

q/q
Invt

y/y
Const

q/q
Const

y/y

C
-0.14

[-0.34]
-0.34

[-0.45]
-1.17

[-0.71]
-1.17

[-0.62]
0.36

[0.65]
-0.36

[-0.39]

GDPt-1  q/q -0.53
[3.78]

GDPt-1 y/y 0.85
[9.65]

Invt-1 q/q 0.34
[2.14]

Invt-1 y/y 0.85
[10.25]

Const-1 q/q 0.39
[2.32]

Const-1 y/y 0.89
[10.56]

R2 (adjusted) 0.28 0.89 0.12 0.75 0.14 0.76

RMSE–ratio 2.87 3.41 10.07 20.51 3.41 9.72

The inclusion of the business survey indicators – the first principle component (PC1) (equation 2), the separate balances 
of answers (ВА) (equation 3), and the BEI (equation 4) improved the assessments and the statistical properties of the basic 
model both for GDP and its components investments and consumption significantly (Table 5). This concerns quarterly and 
annual measurements of the forecasting indicators.

The best results were received from equations that included the BEI (except investments), which is unexpected because 
the BEI is the just simple average of the balances of answers. Thus, such a conclusion corresponds to the results of Greef and 
Nieuwenhuyze (2009), who insisted on the inadvisable use of the principle components method, as well as Pichette (2012), 
who did not receive convincing arguments as to the benefit of this method.

For investments, the qualitative properties  are shown by the equation that included the balance of expectations con-
cerning investments in building. Such a result corresponds to the conclusions of Pichette (2012) and Piette and Langenus 
(2014) in the context of the more self-descriptiveness and forecasting power of the separate balances of answers, but not 
the aggregated indicators.

The results also confirmed the availability of a statically significant correlation between the enterprises’ expectations and 
the business activity in the reporting quarter t, that is, the expectations are adaptive and depend on the current situation 
and the past development, and do not reflect the forecast over the next year. This result is consistent with the results of 
other studies, in particular, Kabundi (2004), Piette and Langenus (2012), Pichette (2012), and others.

The statistical assessments and the properties both of the equations and the separate indicators in whole are adequate 
and correspond to the results received by other researchers. Simultaneously, a value of statistical properties of the equa-
tions are worse than by other researchers (in particular, in the work of Pichette (2012) for the GDP of Canada). However, 
taking into account the significant structural changes in the Ukrainian economy and the shock drop of GDP through the 
crises in 2008-2009 and 2014-2015, this is a sufficiently acceptable result.

8 The values in the Table – calculated coefficients; value in brackets [] – t-statistics.
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Table 5. Statistical properties of the extended equations9

GDPt

q/q
GDPt

y/y
Invt

q/q
Invt

y/y
Const

q/q
Const

y/y

C
-0.14
[-6.1]

-35.28
[-7.47]

-3.7
[-2.38]

-7.61
[-4.42]

-16.03
[-5.92]

-30.93
[-5.93]

GDPt-1  q/q 0.38
[4.51]

Const-1 q/q 0.58
[6.97]

Invt-1 q/q 0.26
[2.47]

IDOt -0.12
[-6.1]

0.3
[7.41]

0.14
[6.25]

0.27
[5.57]

ВАt 0.34
[4.04]

0.89
[4.75]

R2 (adjusted) 0.5 0.89 0.35 0.87 0.53 0.87

RMSE–ratio 2.05 3.41 8.31 8.39 2.32 4.87

The results certify that the BEI calculation approach, which were accepted in the NBU, provide better forecast of the GDP 
dynamics and consumption as the GDP component than the index built under the principle components approach. Thus, the 
BEI can be used for nowcasting of GDP and its components with help of the developed equations. Thus, the sufficiently high 
RMSE values are probably the consequences of the high volatility of GDP, consumption, and investments within the period, 
which is the basis for the calculations.

V. CONCLUsIONs 
The study conducted had the purpose of checking the possibility of using Business Outlook Survey results, which are carried 

out by the NBU since 2006, for nowcasting of Ukrainian GDP and its components (investments and consumption). The study’s 
results provide the possibility to make the following conclusions.

First, the survey results have strong power for forecasting Ukrainian business activity. The statistical properties of the equa-
tions, which included aggregated business expectation indicators or the separate balance of answers, were much better than 
the results of the basic model. On the other hand, the results certify that enterprises’ forecasting assessments rather reflect 
their current situation and not the development over the next 12 months. Thus, enterprises’ expectations in Ukraine are adap-
tive, that is, depend on the current situation and the past development. This conclusion was expected as almost the same 
results were received in the most of studies concerning the use of survey results in the forecasting of economic development.

Second, the business expectation index BEI, which is calculated by the NBU, is the actual simple average of the balances 
of answers to questions concerning the prospects of enterprises’ activities over the next 12 months, provides for changes of 
GDP and consumption as the GDP component with more reliability than the index calculated under the principle components 
method (the first principle component). Thus, the BEI can be fully used for nowcasting of GDP using the developed equation. 
This result is unexpected, because an increase of the index components list theoretically allows for the possibility to more ac-
curately take into account the influence of the smallest changes in different indicators on change in GDP. Thus, this does not 
contradict the results of Pichette (2012) studies and agrees with the conclusions both of Greef and Nieuwenhuyze (2009) con-
cerning the inadvisable use of the principle components method, and Piette and Langenus (2014) in the context of the more 
convenient use of separate balances of answers for building models than the aggregated indicators.

Third, using the principle components method proved to be useful only for the assessment of the extended factors list, which 
nevertheless influenced the dynamics of business activities. In particular, the first principle component is based on the current 
assessment and the forecast; the second one is more connected with the complexity of access to financing from banks, which 
gives the possibility to assess the influence of financial conditions on economic activities. The key factors influencing the value 
of the third principle component are the unit costs and the level of inventories, which gives the possibility to assess the influ-
ence of demand and the producers prices fluctuation on the economic development.

9 The values in the Table – calculated coefficients; value in brackets [] – t-statistics.
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